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Abstract. We study the idempotence of operators of the form e vid /\ o (where 
e ~ o and both e and o are increasing) on a modular lattice !E, in relation to the 
idempotence of the operators e v id and id /\ o. We consider also the conditions 
under which e vid/\o is the composition of e vid and id/\o. The case where o is 
a dilation and e an erosion is of special interest. When fE is a complete lattice on 
which Minkowski operations can be defined, we obtain very precise conditions 
for the idempotence of these operators. Here id/\ o is called an annular opening, 
e v id is called an annular closing, and e v id /\ o is called an annular filter. 
Our theory can be applied to the design of idempotent morphological filters 
removing isolated spots in digital pictures. 
Keywords: Modular lattice, Idempotent operators, Image processing, Mathe-
matical morphology, Erosion, Dilation, Annular filters 
1 Introduction 
Mathematical morphology is a branch of image processing and analysis which 
originates from a set-theoretical approach where a figure is an element of£!'(£), 
the set of subsets of a space E (which can be the Euclidean space Rd or the digital 
space '11.d ), and the shape of that figure is studied through its interactions (unions 
and intersections) with the translates of a probe called structuring element; the 
latter is generally a compact set [9,14]. In order to apply this approach to 
Fun(E, IR), the family of numerical functions F: E-+ lR = IR U {+oo, -oo} 
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(modeling grey-level images), structuring elements become structuring .flmc-
tions, which are numerical functions whose support (defined here as the set of 
points where the function's value is > -oo) is generally compact. The struc-
turing function acts as a probe by being translated both in the space of points 
and in the set of numerical values representing grey-levels of the image points; 
then the interactions between the numerical function representing the image and 
the translates of the structuring function arc realized through lattice-theoretical 
join and meet operations (which generalize unions and intersections). This has 
led to an algebraic theory of morphological operations, based on lattice theory 
[15, 7, 41: in such an approach, images are modeled as elements of a complete 
lattice, and morphological image operations arc transformations on that com-
plete lattice, which satisfy some specified algebraic properties pertaining to 
order and composition. 
Two basic complete lattices are .1l(E) (sec above) and Fun( E .. Y), the grey-
level images defined on E with grey-values in some other complete lattice .F. 
If,~ = IR, we shall write Fun(£) rather than Fun( E, 1R J. 
A classical morphological operator is the opening by a structuring element 
B. In the set-theoretical setting, it associates to every set X s; E the union 
of all translates of B included in X. A similar definition holds in the case of 
a complete lattice with a group of automorphisms in place of the translations 
[ 13]. The behaviour of this opening is to remove froni a set X all portions which 
are too narrow to contain a translate of B; for grey-level images (numerical 
functions), it darkens light portions which are too narrow to contain a translate 
of B. The dual operator is the closing by B; it removes narrow holes from a set. 
and in a grey-level image it lightens dark narrow image portions. 
The opening by a structuring element is an algebraic opening ! 15 j, in other 
words it is idempotent (equal to its auto-composition). increasing (isotonc), 
and anti-extensive (it decreases every object). It is however not the only type 
of algebraic opening. Another type of opening has been considered, which 
removes points from a set on the basis of their isolation. It was introduced hy 
Serra in [ 15, pp. 107, 108]. Let E be a Euclidean or digital space. and take a 
symmetric structuring element B which does not contain the origin; then the 
set operator on :Y'( E) given by 
Xi-+Xn(X$B). ( I. I J 
where EB is the Minkowski addition, replaces a set X by the union of all pairs 
{p, q} inside X such that p and q are adjacent in the sense that p -· q E B; 
as B is symmetric, this adjacency relation is symmetric. This operation is an 
algebraic opening, and it removes from a set X all isolated points. where a point 
p E X is called isolated if there is no point q E X such that p is adjacent to 
q. In [ 15], the effect of this operation on a natural image was illustrated in the 
case where the structuring element B was a ring, and this led to it hcing called 
lire ~ 
Wtff 
!J\ill 
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the annular opening. One can consider the dual operation 
X r-+ X U (X 8 B), (1.2) 
where 8 is the Minkowski subtraction; it is an algebraic closing, and so it is 
called the annular closing. Its effect is to add to a set X all isolated points from 
the background xc, in other words to remove isolated hole points. 
The above-defined annular opening and closing are translation-invariant; in 
fact the adjacency relation is invariant under translations. As explained in the 
Introduction of [8], it is easy to generalize them by taking an arbitrary symmetric 
relation,...., on the space E, which is not necessarily translation-invariant; then 
the annular closing removes from a set X all points p E X such that there is no 
point q E X with p ,...., q (i.e., p is adjacent to q); dually the annular closing 
adds to a set X all points p ¥. X such that there is not point q (j. X with p ""' q. 
It is known that any increasing operator for binary images extends to a 
"fiat" operator for grey-level images [3,14]; the set structuring element in-
volved in such an operator is then considered as a "fiat" structuring function. 
When annular openings are applied to grey-level images, isolated light spots 
are removed. Grey-level annular openings with non-fiat structuring elements 
were introduced by the authors in [13]. Given a grey-level structuring func-
tion A whose support is symmetric (in other words, for every point x we have 
A(x) > -oo ~ A(-x) > -oo), and such that every point x in that support 
(i.e., with A(x) > -oo) satisfies 
A(x) + A(-x) =:: 0, (1.3) 
we consider the operator on grey-level functions 
I r-+ I/\ (I ffi A), (1.4) 
where /\ is the meet operation and E9 is the generalization of the Minkowski 
addition to numerical functions [7] (in other words, a sup-convolution). This 
operator is an algebraic opening, and it can also be called an annular opening. 
We have dually the annular closing 
I f-+ Iv (I 8 A), (1.5) 
where v is the join operation and e is the generalization of the Minkowski 
subtraction to numerical functions [7] (in fact, a form of inf-correlation of A 
and /). In the case where A is constantly zero on its support B, we get the "flat" 
operators associated to the set-theoretical ones defined in (1.1) and (1.2). 
It is more difficult here (for grey-level images) to interpret the behaviour of 
annular openings and closings in terms of an adjacency relation. Here we have 
numerical functions in place of sets, and so the basic constituent of an image 
is not a point, but the pair (p, v) associating ajinite grey-level value v E IR to 
a point p e E. If we write I (p) for the grey-level associated by the image I 
to the point p, then the notion that the pair (p, v) is "in I" must be interpreted 
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as v < I (p); technically speaking, this means that (p, v) belongs to the so-
called umbra of I [11]. Now two pairs (p, v) and (q, w) (where p, q E E and 
v, w E IR = JR. U {+oo. -oo}) can be considered as "adjacent" if p - q is in 
the support of A (that is, A(p - q) > -oo), and we have both inequalities: 
v - w ::5 A(p - q) and w - v::;: A(q - p). 
It can be shown [ 13] that after the application of the annular opening ( 1.4) to I, 
the grey-level associated top will be the supremum of all finite values v; such 
that (p, Vi) is "in J" and there is a pair (qi, w1) which is "in I" and "adjacent" 
to (p. vi ). We illustrate this in Fig. 1 with E = 'll, and taking for A the function 
with supp01t { -1, + 1}, having value + 1 on it; here the grey-level v associated 
to pixel p is "isolated" if both neighbours of p have grey-level < v - l, and 
in this case the annular opening reduces the grey-level of p to one plus the 
maximum grey-level of its two neighbours. 
*
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Fig. 1. We assum_e a discrete space E == Z. Top: the structuring element A, with support 
{-1, + O. and. havm~ constant grey-level+ l on it. Middle: the original function I, representing 
a one- dnnensrnnal signal. Bottom: applying the annular opening to I yields I A (I EB A), where 
isolated peaks are reduced to one unit above their surrounding; we show in dashed lines the 
portions where the grey-level in l is larger than in I A (I E& A) 
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Note that when we take continuously varying grey-levels in lR (and not 
discrete grey-levels, e.g. in Z = Z U l+oo. -oo}), and a structuring function 
with infinite support, it may happen that such a supremum vis reached without 
the existence of a pair (q, w) "in/" and "adjacent" to (p, v). This illustrates 
one of the main difficulties encountered when extending set transformations 
into transformations of numerical functions. Further examples of this fact have 
been given in [ 11 ], where we showed that a mathematically consistent treat-
ment of morphological operations on numerical functions E -+ R requires the 
consideration of the complete lattice structure of the space of such functions. 
Thus all our results concerning morphological operations on grey-level images, 
including the ones we gave on annular openings [ 13 ], are expressed in a wider 
framework of complete lattices having suitable properties. 
The starting point of a recent paper by the authors [8] is the following 
question: ls it possible to devise an increasing idempotent operator which would 
behal'e as both an annular opening and an annular closing, in other words 
removing from a set all its isolated points, and at the same time adding to it all 
isolated points of its complement? In [8] we generalized annular openings and 
closings for sets into a more general annular operator which removes isolated 
points both in the foreground X and in the background X". Here an isolated 
point is defined in terms of an underlying adjacency relation between pixels, 
which may be different for foreground and background pixels. More precisely, 
let ~ and ,!_, be two symmetric relations on E (distinct or not), which stand for 
background and foreground adjacencies; we derive from them the operators 8s 
and Es (s = 0, 1) defined by 
s 8s(X) = IY E E I 3x E X, X ""y} 
Es(X) = {y EE J,tlx E Xc, x ~ y}. 
Technically speaking, 8s is a dilation while Es is an erosion [7], and the 
dual of 85 w.r.t. complementation. Write id for the identity operator X 1-+ X. 
. " h . E 'h o 1 b · Assuming that tor every x E Et ere is some y E wit x "" )' '""x, we o tam 
the annular operator 
s0 v (id /\ 81) = (e0 v id) /\ 81, (1.6) 
I 
which removes from X isolated points (w.r.t. foreground adjacency"') and at 
0 
the same time adds to X isolated points of X' (w.r.t. background adjacency""'). 
We showed that under a specific condition in terms of both adjacencies, this 
operator is idempotent; we call it then an annular filter. 
The goal of this paper is to extend annular filters to other types of pictorial 
objects than sets, in particular to numerical functions. In the most general sense 
the object space consisting of all images is a lattice Y. The annular opening and 
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closing become then operators .f.l --t- !!? of the form id/\ 8 and id v 8, where 
id is the identity while 8 and s are a dilation and an erosion l 7] respectively (in 
particular, they are increasing). If 8 i. 8, then the annular opening and closing 
are incompatible and cannot be combined. This is easily explained in the case 
where!!, =Fun(£): ifs i. 8, this means that there is some image I E !f' such 
that s(l) i. 8(/), so that for some point p E Ewe have 8(/)(p) > 8(/)(p); 
now at point p, the behaviour of id/\ 8 is to decrease I (p) to 8 (!) (p) whenever 
I (p) > 8(/)(p), while the behaviour of id v 8 is to increase I (p) to s(I )(p) 
whenever s(/)(p) > l(p); thus for s(/)(p) > l(p) > o(l)(p), the first 
operator requires decreasing I (p) to 8 (/) (p ), while the second one requires 
increasing I (p) to 8(/)(p), and so they are contradictory. 
We suppose thus that s :::: 8. It is also necessary to assume that the lattice 
!!! is modular, so that we have the equality 
8 v (id /\ 8) = (8 v id) /\ 8' 
and we can simply write 
8 v id/\ 8. ( 1.7) 
Note that both the lattices :!J(E) and Fun(E) are modular. We obtain in this 
way the required operator which generalizes the annular operator given in ( 1.6). 
To see that (1.7) gives indeed a combination of the behaviours of id /\ 8 and 
id v s, we consider again the case where!£= Fun(E). Given a point p E E, 
we write i = /(p), e = £(l)(p), and d = 8(/)(p); since e::: d, it is easily 
seen that e v i /\ d is the median of the three values i, e, and d; we have then 
three cases: 
(a) i < e s d: Here id v £increases the value at p from i toe, while id/\ 8 
does not change i; now s v id/\ 8 changes the value at p into the median 
value e v i /\ d = e. 
(b) e s i s d. Here both id/\ 8 and id v s do not modify the value i at p, and 
similarly s v id /\ 8 does not modify it, since e v i /\ d = i. 
(c) e :::: d < i. Here id/\ 8 decreases the value at p from i to d, while id v f: 
does not change i; now s v id /\ 8 changes the value at p into the median 
value e v i /\ d =d. 
Hence in the case of numerical functions, the operator E: v id/\ 8 combines the 
behaviours of the annular opening id/\ 8 and the annular closing id v 8, and 
we call it an annular operator. As in [8] in the case of set operators arising 
from adjacency relations, we will aim to find conditions for the idcmpotence of 
8 v id/\ 8, but this time in the most general setting where the space of pictorial 
objects is a modular lattice on which we make as few assumptions as possible. 
In Section 2 we consider the case where !e is an arbitrary modular lattice 
(not necessarily complete), and give then conditions for the idempotence of 
8 v id !\ 8; some of these conditions are necessary and sufficient, other ones 
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are only sufficient. We illustrate these results with sets, and show that this gives 
some theorems obtained in [8]. 
In Section 3 we suppose that ff' is a complete lattice in which the so-called 
"Basic Assumption" introduced in [7] is satisfied; this assumption is the one 
which allows us to define on ff' the Minkowski addition E9 and subtraction e. 
We recall and generalize the results obtained in [13] for annular openings in 
this framework, and obtain a sufficient condition for the idempotence of the 
annular operator of the form 
ss v id/\ oA : x ~ ex e B) v x /\ cx EB A), (1.8) 
which is a specialization of (1.7). We explicit this theory with the particular 
case of Fun(E). 
In Section 4 we examine conditions under which the idempotent annular 
filter s v id /\ 8 can be obtained as the composition of the annular opening 
id /\ 8 and the annular closing id v s. Here we assume again that ff' is an 
arbitrary modular lattice. We illustrate our results in the particular case where 
ff'= ~(E). 
2 Annular Operators on Modular Lattices 
In this section we will give general results concerning the properties of an 
operator of the form s v id /\ 8 on an arbitrary modular lattice, in particular 
conditions yielding idempotence. We assume that the reader is acquainted with 
the basic elements of lattice theory [ 1]. Refer to [7] for a short reminder. 
Let (!!', ::::) be a lattice, where ::::: is a partial ordering relation on ft', and 
the join and meet of two elements X, Y of ff' are written X v Y and X /\ Y 
respectively. It is easily checked that for every L, M, H E ff', 
L v (M /\ H) ::::: (L v M) /\ H. 
Now !? is said to be modular if this inequality becomes an equality: 
L v (M /\ H) = (L v M) /\ H. (2.1) 
In such a case one simply writes L v M /\H. Note that since in every lattice 
ff' the inequalities L ::::: L v (M /\ H) and (L v M) /\ H ::::: H hold for any 
L, M, H E ff', it is clear that the equality L v (M /\ H) = (L v M) /\ H can 
be true only if L ::::: H. Next, we say that ff' is distributive if 
VX, Y,Z E ff', Xv (Y /\ Z) = (X v Y) /\ (X v Z), 
or equivalently [ 1], 
VX, Y, Z E ff', X /\ (Y v Z) = (X /\ Y) v (X /\ Z). 
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Every distributive lattice is modular. Examples of distributive lattices include 
;jt(E), the family of parts of a set E. ordered by inclusion. or the set Fun( El of 
functions E-+ R = Ru {+oo. -oo}. ordered by setting F ~ G if F(.r) :::: 
G(x) for all x e E. An example of a modular lattice which is not distributive 
is given by that of vector subspaces of a vector space. Finally, two typical 
examples of non-modular lattices are the one of convex subsets of a Euclidean 
space, and the one of partitions of a set. where the ordering relation P :::: P' 
denotes that partition P is finer than partition P'. 
A map :t' -+ !I' is called an operator. The set !f'·!f' of operators inherits 
in a natural way the partial order :::; and the lattice structure of !!': 1/1 ~ ~ 
means thaq/l(X) ~ g(X) for every X E !I', while 1/1 v; and l/t A; are given by 
( i/J v; )( X) = 1/l(X) v ~( X) and ( 1f.r t\ ~)( X) = 1/l(X) t\ ;C1') for every X E !/'. 
Moreover, whenever :!' is modular or distributive, so is !t':t . The composition 
t/J; of two operators 1f.r and ; is defined by 1/1; ( X) = 1/1 ( ~ ( X)): furthermore 
lf.r2 denotes 1/11/t. Note that for 1f.r. ; , rJ e !!'!!' we have ( 1/1 v ~) r1 = t/n7 v ~ rJ 
and (1/1t\g)ry=1/Jri A ;r,. The operator 1/J is said to be idempotent if 1/1 2 = t/1. 
Write id for the identity operator. 
From now on, we assume that the lattice !!' is modular. An operator l/J 
is said to be increasing if for every X, Y E !/' satisfying X :::; Y, we have 
l/f (X) ~ Y,(Y). We will study operators of the form 
(E V id) /\ 0 = E V (id t\ 8) where s:::; 8 (2.2) 
and E. 8 are increasing. The assumption s ::;: 8 that we use throughout our 
theorems stands mainly to allow us to define the operator s v id /\ o without 
ambiguity: however. we saw also in the Introduction that when s 1:. 8, the annu-
lar opening id /\ 8 and the annular closing id v s have in practice contradictory 
behaviours. so that one cannot envisage designing an operator combining their 
effects. Our main goal is to find conditions which guarantee that such an op-
erator E v id /\ 8 is idempotent. Since s, 8, id are increasing, we will obtain in 
such a way an increasing idempotent operator, in other words a morphologirnl 
filter [ 15). Moreover, we will generally consider the case where the operators 
E v id and id t\ 8 are idempotent (representing the annular closing and annular 
opening, respectively). Note that in (2.2) the operators 8 and e play dual roles: 
if we invert the ordering :=:: (interchanging v and A) and interchange 8 and E, 
then we will interchange e v id and id/\ 8, while E v id t\ 8 will remain the 
same: thus many of our results will consist of two parts, the second one being 
the dual of the first. In fact. this is just a manifestation of the duality principle 
in the theory of partially ordered sets. 
In the sequel, we will generally use the word.filter in the sense of a morpho-
logical jilter [ 15], that is an idempotent increasing operator. This tenninology 
is a variant of the customary one in signal processing. where a filter denotes a 
linear translation-invariant operator for signals, but has nothing to do with the 
use of this word "filter" in topology and in lattice theory, as in for example in [I]. 
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There is no precise formal definition of an annular opening; in the most general 
sense, it is an idempotent operator of the form id /\ 8, where 8 is increasing, 
but more specifically, one generally assumes here that 8 is a dilation, that is an 
operator which distributes the supremum [7]. Similarly, an annular closing is 
in the most general sense an idempotent operator of the form id v 8, where 8 is 
increasing, but more specifically, 8 can be assumed to be an erosion, that is an 
operator which distributes the infimum [7]. Finally, we call an annular filter an 
idempotent operator of the form 8 v id/\ 8, where id/\ 8 is an annular opening 
and id v s is an annular closing. 
The following result characterizes the idempotence of these two operators 
s v id and id /\ 8: 
Lemma 2.1 Let 8, 8 be two operators on the lattice ff?. 
(i) 8 v id is idempotent if and only if 8(8 v id) :::: 8 v id. 
(ii) id/\ 8 is idempotent if and only if 8(id /\ 8) 2: id/\ 8. 
Proof (i) We have 
(8 v id)2 = [8(8 v id)] v [id(s v id)]= [8(8 v id)] v [8 v id]. 
Thus the idempotence of 8 v id means that 
[ s(s v id)] v [8 v id] = s v id, 
which is equivalent to 8(8 v id) :::: s v id (thanks to the equivalence A v B = 
B {} A :::: B). Now (ii) is proved in the same way (or follows by duality). 
I 
Our next result gives some basic properties of 8 v id/\ 8 for the case 8 :::: 8. 
Lemma 2.2 Let 8, 8 be two operators on the modular lattice ff?, such that 
s :::: 8, and let 1/t = 8 v id /\ 8. Then: 
(i) 8 :::: lft, id/\ 8 ~ lft, 1/t ~ 8, and 1/t ~ 8 v id. 
(ii) 1ft V id= 8 V id andid /\ 1/t =id/\ 8. 
(iii) If ft' is distributive and an operator ~ satisfies ~ v id = 8 V id and 
id/\ ~ = id/\ 8, then~ = 1/t. 
(iv) If 8 v id is idempotent, then 1/1(8 v id)= (id/\ 8)(8 v id). 
(v) lfid /\ 8 is idempotent, then 1/t(id /\ 8) = (8 v id)(id /\ 8). 
Proof. The equality 1ft = 8 v (id /\ 8) gives the two inequalities 8 ~ 1/t and 
id/\ 8 ~ 1/f in (i), as well as the equality 
1/t v id = 8 v (id /\ 8) v id = 8 v id 
I l 
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in (ii). On the other hand the equality 1/r = (svid) /\8 gives the two inequalities 
1/r ::;: 8 and 1/1 ::;: s v id in (i), as well as the equality 
id/\ 1/r =id/\ (8 v id) /\ 8 = id/\ 8 
in (ii). Thus (i) and (ii) hold. 
Let the operator~ satisfy~ v id = s v id and id/\~ = id/\ 8; then by 
(ii) we have~ v id = 1/r v id and id /\ ~ = id /\ 1/r. If ff! is distributive, it is 
well-known [1] that this implies that 1/r =~;we repeat here the proof of it: 
~ = ~ /\(id v ~) = ~ /\(id v 1/1) = (~/\id) v (~ /\ 1/r) 
= (1/r /\ ~) v (1/r /\id) = 1/r /\ (~ v id) = 1/r /\ (1/1 v id) = 1{!. 
Thus (iii) holds. 
If s v id is idempotent, then 
1/f(s v id)= [Cs v id)/\ 8]Cs v id)= [Cs v id)(s v id)] A [8Cs v id)] 
= [id(s v id) J /\ [8(s v id) J = (id/\ 8)(s v id), 
giving (iv). Finally (v) is proved in the same way (or follows by duality). I 
Note that ifs v id is idempotent, then (ii) and (iv) combined give 
1/r ( 1/r v id) = (id /\ 1/r )( 1/r v id)' (2.3) 
while if id/\ 8 is idempotent, then (ii) and (v) combined give 
1/r ( 1/1 /\ id) = ( 1/r v id) (id /\ 1/1). (2.4) 
We will now examine conditions for the idempotence of s v id /\ 8 when s 
md 8 are increasing, and s v id and id /\ 8 are themselves idempotent. 
Proposition 2.3 Lets, 8 be two increasing operators on the modular lattice 
ftl, such that s ::: 8, and let 1/r = s v id /\ 8. 
(i) Jf1/r 2 ~ 1/r, then 8::: 81/r. 
(ii) If 8 :S 81{! and id /\ 8 is idempotent, then 1/r 2 ~ 1/r. 
(iii) If 1/r 2 ::: 1/r, then 8 ~ sl/r. 
(iv) If o ~ s 1/1 and e v id is idempotent, then 1/f 2 ::: 1/r. 
In particular when both e v id and id/\ 8 are idempotent, 1/1 will be idempotent 
if and only if we have both e ::: 81/f and 8 ~ e1{!. 
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Proof (i) By Lemma 2.2 (i) we have s ::=:: 1f,t, and 1fr ::=:: 8, so that 1/r2 < 
hence we get s ::=:: 1f,t s 1/r2 ::=:: 81/f. 
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(ii) By Lemma 2.2 (i) we haves s 1/J, and by hypothesis s ::::; 8i/f, so 
that R :::= 1/1/\81/J = (id/\ 8)1/J; by Lemma 2.2 (i) again, id/\ 8 ::::; 1/f, so that 
(id/\ 8)1/r ::::: 1/12. Combining both inequalities, we get t:::;: (id/\ 8)1/J ::;: 1/r2. As 
id/\ 8 :S 1/r, and id/\ 8 is increasing and idempotent, we get id I\ 8 = (id/\ 8 )2 < 
(id/\ 8)1/r :S 1/12 ; combining the two inequalities id/\ 8 ::=:: 1/f 2 and t: ::::; 1f,t 2, v.~ 
get 1/1 = s v (id/\ 8) :::: 1/r2. 
Now (iii) and (iv) are proved in the same way as (i) and (ii) respectively 
(or follow by duality). The last sentence of the statement follows by combining 
(i, ii, iii, iv). 11 
Corollary 2.4 Let&, 8 be two increasing operators on the modular lattice c!l'. 
ff s S 8 (id/\ 8) or 8 '.:::: s(s v id), then s ::::; 8, and setting 1/f = s v id/\ 8, we 
have: 
(i) Ifs S 8 (id /\ 8) and id/\ 8 is idempotent, then 1f,t 2 :::_ 1/f. 
(ii) If 8 '.:::: s(s V id) and s v id is idempotent, then 1f,t 2 ::;: 1/f. 
Proof Suppose that c s 8(id /\ 8). As id I\ 8 ::::; id and 8 is increasing, we have 
8(id /\ 8) ::::; 8 and so s ::::; 8. As id/\ 8 ::;: 8 v (id I\ 8) = 1}1, and 8 is increasing, 
we get 8 (id /\ 8) ::::; 81}1. Hence c ::::; 81}1. Assuming furthermore that id /\ 8 is 
idempotent, item (ii) of Proposition 2.3 implies that 1}1 2 :::: 1}1, and we get (i ). 
The corresponding statements for 8 :::_ c(c v id), in particular (ii), follow 
by duality. I 
Thus by Corollary 2.4, a sufficient condition for the idempotence of 1}I is that 
both id /\ 8 and c v id are idempotent, and that the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
cso(id/\8) and o '.::: e(S V id). 
As we will see later in this section, this is exactly what happens with the "ad-
jacency triple conditions" given in [8] with !I' = .:1'(8'), when 8 and c are the 
dilation and erosion defined by foreground and background adjacency relations. 
In the next section, we will consider a particular class of complete lattices where 
Minkowski operations can be defined, and we will give sufficient conditions in 
terms of structuring elements for obtaining such conditions as above; this will 
be illustrated in the case where !I' is the lattice of grey-level functions Fun(E) 
for E = IR.d or 'll,d. 
Before going into these particular cases, let us show that these conditions 
lead also to a new interpretation of the operator c v id /\ 8. We recall two 
definitions from [ 13, 15]: an increasing operator 17 satisfying 17 (l/ v id) = r1 is 
called a sup-underfilter, while an increasing operator< satisfying (;(l; /\id) = < 
is called an inf-overfilter. The following result generalizes [ 13, Proposition 4.2]: 
J 
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Lemma 2.5 Let s, 8 be two increasing operators on the lattice .!£'. Let 17 = 
s(e v id) and.; = o(id /\. 8). 
(i) e vid is idempotent if and only if ry vid = s vid; then 17 is a sup-underfilter, 
that is rJ(rJ v id) = 17. 
(ii) id/\. 8 is idempotent if and only if id/\..; = id/\. 8; then.; is an inf-overfilter, 
that is .; (id /\. .; ) = .; . 
Proof. Note that since sand 8 are increasing, 17 and.; will also be increasing. 
(i) If 17 v id = e v id, then clearly s(e v id) = 17 :::: 17 v id = s v id, and 
e v id is idempotent by Lemma 2.1 (i). Suppose now that s v id is idempotent; 
by Lemma 2.1 (i) we have rJ = s(s v id) :::: s v id; as s is increasing and 
id :::: s v id, we get e = sid :::: e(s v id) = ry; combining the two inequalities 
gives s :::: 17 :::: e v id, and taking the join of each member with id, we get 
s v id:::: rJ v id:::: s v id, 
that is 17 v id = s v id. Now assuming 17 v id = s v id and s v id being 
idempotent, we get 
ry(71 v id)= e(s v id)(s v id) = e(s v id)= ry, 
that is 17 is a sup-underfilter. 
(ii) is proved in the same way (or follows by duality). I 
Proposition 2.6 Lets, 8 be two increasing operators on the modular lattice 
.!£',and let ri = e(s v id) and.; = 8(id /\. 8). Assume that s :::: .;, rJ :::: 8, and 
both id /\. 8 and e v id are idempotent. Then: 
(i) s :::: 8 and T/ :::: .; • 
(ii) 71 v id = e v id and id /\. .; = id/\. 8. 
(iii) rJ v id /\. s = rJ v id /\. 8 = 8 v id /\. .; = s v id/\. 8. 
(iv) s v id/\. 8 is idempotent. 
(v) 17 is a sup-underfilter, and s is an infoverfilter. 
Proof By Lemma 2.5, (ii) and (v) follow from the idempotence of id/\. 8 and 
s v id. Now the conditions of Corollary 2.4 are satisfied, so that s:::: 8 and (iv) 
holds. It remains to be shown that ri :::: s and that (iii) holds. We have 
(17 v id) /\. s = (s v id) /\ s since rJ v id= e v id, 
= e v (id/\. n since s :::: .; , 
= 8 v (id /\. 8) since id /\. .; = id /\. 8, 
= (s v id) /\. 8 since e :::: 8, 
= (17 v id)/\ 8 since 11 v id = s v id, 
= rJ v (id /\. 8) since 17 :::: 8, 
= 11 v Cid/\. n since id /\. s = id /\. 8, 
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from which we derive that 
ri ~ ri v (id An= Cri v id) As ~ s-. 
Therefore T/ ~ s and (iii) holds. I 
Let us illustrate the above results in the case of sets. We will get in this way 
some of the results of [8]. Let E be any set. A map 
A : E--+ &(E) : x i-+ A(x), (2.5) 
will be called a variable structuring element. It leads to the two operators 
8A, cA: f!J>(E)--+ &(E) given by 
(2.6) 
and 
e-A(X) = {z EE I A(z) £ X}. (2.7) 
It is easily seen that these two operators satisfy the property 
VX, Y E f!J>(E), 8A(X) s; Y {:::::}- Vx EX, A(x) £ Y {:::::}- X £ cA(Y), 
which means that (cA, 8A) is an adjunction [7], and implies that 8A is a dilation 
(it distributes the union), while c A is an erosion (it distributes the intersection); 
we call 8A and cA the dilation and the erosion by A. Note that every adjunction 
on &(E) takes this form, so that dilations and erosions on &(E) are those 
involving a variable structuring function. 
To the variable structuring element A, we associate its transpose A, which 
is the variable structuring element defined by 
A(x) = {y E E Ix E A(y)}, (2.8) 
in other words by the equivalence 
x E A(y) {:::::}- y E A(x). (2.9) 
" 
This implies in particular that A = A. Now it is easy to check that e A is the 
dual by complementation of 8A, which means that for every X E fll(E): 
and 
where xc denotes the complement of X in E; similarly cA is the dual by 
complementation of 8 A. .., 
Let us say that A is symmetric if A = A. It is easy to show that if A 
is symmetric, then id /\ 8A and id v £A are idempotent. This was implicitly 
shown in the discussion following [ 13, Proposition 3.1] for the idempotence 
of id/\ 8A, while the idempotence of id v cA follows by duality. These two 
operators id /\ 8A and id v cA are ,the annular opening and closing by the 
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variable structuring element A. Note also that if A is not symmetric and every 
p E E satisfies p ~ A (p ), then id/\ 8 A is not idempotent, for taking y E A (x) 
with x rf. A(y), we have (id/\ 8A)({x, y}) = {y} and (id/\ 8A)({y}) = 0. 
Now a symmetric variable structuring element A corresponds to a symmet-
ric adjacency relation"""' on E, defined by: 
x '"" y {::::::=:} x E A(y) {:::=::} y E A (x ). (2.10) 
Then oA and SA coincide with the dilation and erosion defined in [5,8] from 
this adjacency relation. 0 1 
Suppose next that we have two adjacency relations,....., and'"""' (coITesponding 
by (2.10) to two symmetric variable structuring elements Ao and Ai), and 
let (si, or} be the adjunction associated to }_, for i = 0, l (in other words, 
(s;, 8;) = (sA,. oA,) with 8A, and sA, given as in (2.6) and (2.7) respectively). 
. I . o, l b o, l "f b h o We define the compound adjacency re at1on """' y x """' y I ot x ,....., y 
and x ), y hold; thus the symmetric adjacency relation ?.J corresponds to the 
symmetric variable structuring element x 1-+ Ao(x) n Al (x). 
In [8, Assumption 5.1] we postulated that for every x E E there is some y E 
E such thatx ?.J y, in other words that A0 (x)nA 1 (x) =j:. 0. It is then easily shown 
[8, Proposition 5.4] that this implies that so s 81 and s1 s 80. Hence we define 
the set operator 1/1 = s0 vid /\ 81, which is the annular operator removing from a 
binary image foreground points which are isolated from the point of view of),, 
as well as background points which are isolated from the point of view of~- We 
gave in [8] conditions on the adjacency relations ~and l for the idempotence 
of 1/f; we will see that they are particular cases of the conditions given in 
Proposition 2.3 and Corollary 2.4. Consider a triple x, y, z E E such that 
0, 1 
x '"V y, 1 and y ""' z. (2.11) 
Then we say [ 8] that x is a 0-triple point, y is a 1-triple point, and z is a 
01 I -triple point; see Fig. 2. More precisely: a point x E E is called a 0-triple 
point if there exist y, z E E such that (2.11) holds, a point y E E is called a 
1-triple point if there exist x, z E E such that (2.11) holds, and a point z E E 
is called a Oil-triple point if there exist x, y E E such that (2.11) holds. We 
showed in [8, Corollary 5.7] that if every point in E is a 0-triple point (resp., a 
I-triple point), then 1/1 2 2: 1/1 (resp., 1f;2 ::: 1f; ). Let us explain how this result is 
a consequence of Corollary 2.4. 
Let x be a 0-triple point, and let y, z be as in (2.11 ). Given a set X such 
that x E co(X), we have Ao(x) s; X, and as x Z y, z, we get y, z E X; as 
I h" . . I y """' z, t is gives y E 81 (X), so that y E X n 81 (X), and as x ,__, y, we deduce 
then that x E 81 ( X n 81 (X)). Thus if every point of E is a 0-tripie point, then 
so s 81(id/\81), and as id/\ 81 is idempotent (by the symmetry of:,), item (i) 
of Corollary 2.4 gives 1f; 2 :=:: i/;. 
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Fig. 2. An adjacency triple configuration; here x is a 0-triple point, y is a I-triple point, and z is 
a Oil-triple point 
Let y be a I-triple point, and let x, z be as in (2.11). Given a set X such 
that y E so{X U so(X) ), we have Ao(y) £; XU so(X), and as y ~ x, we 
get x E XU so(X); now if x ~ X, then we have x E s0 (X), in other words 
Ao(x) £; X, and as x ~ z, this gives thus z E X; hence x E X or z E X, and 
I 
as y "'x, z, we deduce that y E 81 (X). Thus if every point of Eis a I-triple 
point, then so(so v id) ::.: 81, and as s0 v id is idempotent (by the symmetry 
of~), item (ii) of Corollary 2.4 gives 1/f 2 ::.: 1/f. 
Therefore the sufficient condition given in [8] for the idempotence of 1/1 
(namely, that every point of E is both a 0-triple point and a I-triple point), 
reduces to Corollary 2.4, thanks to the above argument. In the next section, 
where we will consider complete lattices equipped with Minkowski operations, 
we will use similar arguments in order to obtain the sufficient conditions given 
in Corollary 2.4. 
We showed in [8, Proposition 5.9] that if 1/f2 ~ 1/f (resp., 1/f2 ::.: 1/f ), then 
every point of E is either a 0-triple point or a O/I-triple point (resp., either 
a I-triple point or a Oil-triple point). Indeed, if 1/f2 ~ 1/f, then item (i) of 
Proposition 2.3 gives s0 ::.: 811/f, in other words that for every X £; E, 
now every x EE satisfiesx E s0(A0 (x)), so that we have either x E 81 (so(Ao(x))) 
or x E 81(A0 (x)n81(A0(x))]. Thefactthatx E 81[Ao(x) n81(Ao(x))] means 
exactly that x ,!,, y for some y E A0(x) such that there is z E Ao(x) with y ...!., z, 
in other words x is a 0-triple point (see (2.1 I)). The fact that x E 81 (so(Ao(x))) 
I . 
means that there is some y E E such that Ao(y) £; Ao(x) and y "' x; smce 
• O, l I O, J 0 d . O/l . l there is some z E E with y "' z, we getx,...., y "' z "'x, an so x is a -tnp e 
point. 
Thus we have shown by using item (i) of Proposition 2.3 that if 1/1 2 ~ 1/1, 
then every point of E is either a 0-triple point or a Oil-triple point. Similarly 
item (iii) of Proposition 2.3 allows us to show that if 1/1 2 ::.: 1/f, then every point 
of Eis either a I-triple point or a Oil-triple point. 
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3 Minkowski lattices and grey-level functions 
As explained above, when the lattice of pictorial objects is ::11(£), it is possible 
to construct annular openings and closings, as well as their generalization into 
annular filters, with the use of foreground and background adjacency relations 
2., and ,2, on E. In the case of annular openings and closings, this description is 
in some way a mathematical characterization, because a dilation 8 gives id/\ 8 
idempotent if and only if it arises from an adjacency relation, except possibly in 
the case where id/\ 8 preserves a singleton, and dually an erosion e gives id v 8 
idempotent if and only if it arises from an adjacency relation, except possibly 
in the case where id v 8 preserves the complement of a singleton. _ 
The structure of the lattice of grey-level functions Fun ( E, IR) or Fun ( E, 7l) 
(where!R = JRU{+oo, -oo}and?l = 7lU{+oo, -oo})ismuchmorecomplex 
than that of,?)'(£) ll l]. Therefore it is difficult to give a similar description of 
annular operators on grey-level functions in terms of adjacency relations (this 
time between pairs (p, t), where p is a point and t is a grey-level). Moreover, 
the computer implementation of morphological operations is more complex 
for grey-level images than for binary ones; therefore such a general approach 
becomes rather technical in practice. We have thus decided to make some re-
strictions, namely that our operators are translation-invariant. 
Indeed, in [ 13] we took E having the structure of an abelian group (such as 
71..d or JRd), and then we could characterize translation-invariant annular open-
ings of the form id /\ oA for grey-level functions: this operator is idempotent 
if and only if the support of grey-level structuring function A (that is, the set 
of points x such that A(x) > -oo) is symmetric, and every point x of that 
support satisfies A(x) + A(-x) :_:: 0 (cfr. (1.3)). This condition on the struc-
turing function A is the generalization of the requirement of symmetry for the 
structuring element involved in Serra's original annular opening for sets. Now 
this characterization given in [ 13] of translation-invariant annular openings for 
grey-level functions was a particular case of a similar characterization given in 
a wider theoretical framework; more precisely, we considered as object space 
an arbitrary complete lattice having certain general properties (the so-called 
"Basic Assumption" in [7]), which allow the definition of the Minkowski op-
erations EB and 8 on that lattice, in such a way that the usual properties of EB 
and 8 are satisfied. Particular cases where this theory can be applied include 
Y(E) (where E = !Rd or 7ld), Fun(£, IR), and Fun(£,~), but also more exotic 
cases, such as the lattice of convex sets, or the one of closed sets, etc. 
In this section, we will generalize the result of [ 13] to annular filters, and 
study the idempotence of operators of the form id Ao A (annular opening), id v ea 
(annular closing), and cs vidAoA (annular filter), where 8A is the dilation X r+ 
X EB A and s Bis the erosion X r-+ X 8 B; the space of pictorial objects will be as-
sumed to be a complete lattice satisfying certain conditions, in particular the so-
called "Basic Assumption" which allow the definition of Minkowski operations 
EB and e. The arguments we will use will have a superficial similarity to those 
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given above with adjacency relations and the adjacency triple conditions (cfr. 
I~ 11 l). 
Throughout this section we assume that ::/'is a complete lattice ( I, 7 ), which 
rm:ans that every part •/ of !J has a least upper bound V .'/',called the supremum 
of 1 • and a greatest lower bound /\ ·1. '-'ailed the infimum of /I'; in particular 
.1 has a greatest e!t'lnent I and a lt~tW element 0 defined by 
1=V!f=f\0 and 0 = /\ !I' = v ~. 
The binary join and meet operations v. /\ are particular ca.ses of the supremum 
and infimum operations V. A. in the sense that for A. B E :t' we have 
A v B = V{A, BI and A" B = /\tA.. BI. 
We will make several technical assumptions on the complete lattice!/', but this 
requires first recalling a few definitions, mostly from [7.131: 
Definition 3.1 Let 'f be a complete lattice. 
U) Given a part :II of :.t' and X E :.t', we write 
!l/(X) ={YE & I }' ::: Xl. 
(ii) A part :II of!!' is said sup-generating if every X E .:t' is the supremum of 
some part of#, in other words if 
VX E ::/'', X = V #(X). 
Note that we generally assume that 0 f/. Y, because 0 would be redundant 
in that sup-generating family. 
(iii) A part :II of 2' is called lower if for every Y E :I/ and Z E .!t' such that 
Z ::=: Y. we have either Z E :!/ or Z = 0. (Note that this definition here 
is slightly different from that given in [ 13. Definition 3.1 (ii)], because 
there we required that Z ::=: Y E I# implies Z E :II: thus we say here that 
Ill is lower whenever we would have said in [ 13] that & v { 0 I is lower.) 
(it') We say that :!' is infinite supremum distributfre (in brief. /SD), if the 
meet operation /\ distributes the supremum operation V. in other words 
for every X E ;t' and every non-empty family Y1• i E .I. of elements of 
:.t', we have: 
x /\(VY;)= V<X /\ Y,). 
ie./ ie.J 
( v) We say that 2' is infinite il~fimum distributive (in brief. II D), if the join 
operation v distributes the infimum operation /\.in other words for every 
X E .!:/'and every non-empty family Y;, i E .I/, of elements of :J'. we have: 
x v ( /\ y,) = /\ ( x v }', ) ' 
ie.'/ iE '/ 
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(vi) An automorphism of !t' is a permutation r of !t' such that for every 
X, YE !t', X :'.SY {:?- r(X) :'.::: r(Y). 
There is no standard terminology concerning ISO and IID, some mathemati-
cians would exchange the definitions (iv) and ( v) we gave for them. Note that 
an ISO (or IID) complete lattice is distributive, and we recall that every distribu-
tive lattice is modular. In order to study s v id/\ 8 (where s ::= 8), we assumed 
in the previous section that !t' is modular; in this section we will rather use the 
stronger condition of distributivity, and even in some cases ISD or IID. Now 
we recall the conditions which allow the definition of Minkowski operations 
on a complete lattice: 
Definition 3.2 A Minkowski lattice is a triple (2, f,, T), where !t' is a complete 
lattice, f, is a sup-generating part of !t', and Tisa set of automorphisms of !t', 
satisfying the following three conditions: 
(a) T is an abelian group for the law of composition, that is: id E T and for 
a, r ET, a- 1 ET, ar ET, andar = r:a. 
(b) f, is invariant under T, that is: for x E f, and r: E T, r(x) E .e. 
(c) T is transitive on i, that is: for every x, y E i, there is some r E T such 
that r:(x) = y. 
Furthermore, we say that the Minkowski lattice (!£', i, T) is lower if the sup-
generating set f, is lower, in other words for x E e and y :'.::: x, either y = 0 or 
y E i. 
Note that by (c) we have always 0 tj. i. Also we use lower-case letters 
to designate elements off, (other elements of !t' are designated by upper-case 
letters). In [7], we showed by a standard group-theoretic argument that in (c), 
the automorphism r: E T such that r: (x) = y is in fact unique. Thus, fixing 
ome "origin" o Ee, we obtain a bijection T--+ f, : r H- r(o), and for x E f,, 
re write rx for the unique element of T mapped on x by this bijection, that 
• rx(o) = x; then rx is called the translation by x. This bijection provides .e 
with the structure of abelian group (for an addition operation +) isomorphic to 
T, namely x + y is defined by r:x+y = rxry, in other words x + y = rx(Y) = 
ry(x) = rxry(o) = ryrx(o), the neutral element is o, and the opposite -x of x 
is defined by Lx = r; 1. Fora E f, and X E !£',we write Xa for r:a(X), and we 
call it the translate of X by a. 
For example for E = '!Ld or 1Rd (in fact, whenever E has a structure of 
an abelian group), ~(E) is a Minkowski lattice by taking fore the family of 
singletons, and for T the set of all translations. Also Fun(E, ff), where E is an 
abelian group and ff = 1R or Z, is a Minkowski lattice by taking as members 
off the "impulse" functions f(h,v) for h E E and v E 1R (resp., v E '!L), defined 
by setting for every point p E E: 
- { v if p = h, f(h,v)(p) - -00 if p -:fa h, (3.1) 
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E has a structure of 
g for .e the family of 
S', S'), where Eis an 
V taking as members 
esp., v E ~),defined 
(3.1) 
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and as members of Tall translations T(lz,v) for h E E and v E 1R (resp., v E :?!:), 
defined by setting for every function F and a point p E E: 
T(lz,v)(F)(p) = F(p - h) + V. (3.2) 
Note that for a grey-level function F, the set of (h, v) such that f<h.v) E e(F) 
is the umbra of F [11]. 
In [7] we defined on any Minkowski lattice the two Minkowski operations 
EB and e by 
X EBY= V Xy and (3.3) 
yEf(Y) yEc(Y) 
and we showed that they have essentially the same properties as in the case of 
sets or grey-level functions. From these we derived the dilation 8A : X 1-+ X EBA 
and the erosion sA : X 1-+ X e A by an arbitrary element A of !f. 
Remark The conditions (a)-(c) in Definition 3.2 were introduced in [7], and 
were called the "Basic Assumption" there. The terminology "Minkowski lat-
tice" was introduced in [ 12]. In [ 6], the terminology "convolution lattice" was 
used to designate a complete lattice satisfying the Basic Assumption (in other 
words, a Minkowski lattice), with the further condition that all invertible ele-
ments of!£ belong toe: if X, Y E !f and X EB Y = o, then X E £. It can be 
shown that a Minkowski lattice is lower if and only if for X, Y E !£' satisfying 
X EB Y ::::: o, we must have X E e. In particular, a lower Minkowski lattice is a 
convolution lattice. 
Example 3.4 (a) The family Con(JR.d) of convex subsets of !Rd, ordered by 
inclusion, is a Minkowski lattice for the group T of translations, with e con-
sisting of singletons; the latter are atoms, in other words minimal elements of 
the lattice, and as this lattice is generated by atoms, it is said to be atomic. In 
Con(JR.d) the infimum and supremum of a family of convex sets are respectively 
their intersection and the convex hull of their union. This lattice is not modular, 
and hence not distributive. 
(b) Let B be any nonvoid subset of E = JR d or 'l/_d. Consider the family ffY 
of all subsets of E which are unions of translates of B, in other words which 
take the form X EB B for some X ~ E. Ordered by inclusion, !t' is a Minkowski 
lattice for the group T of translations, with e consisting of all translates of B. 
A family X; (i E ,f) of elements of !l' has its union uiE.f X; as supremum, 
while its infimum is the set 
(nx;)os, 
iE.f 
where o denotes the opening operation defined by setting X o B equal to the 
union of all translates of B included in X. When Bis bounded, the elements of e 
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M 
B 
~ 
LvM=LvM 
(L vM)riH 
D,,,:· ... ·' .. :'!.!··.:·;·.·.· .......... : .. 
;-'·'' _: .- .: 
].'.'· :'' '; 
(LvM)AH= 
[(L vM)riHJ o B 
' 
' 
H 
MriH 
MAH= 
(MriH)oB 
D 
Lv(MAH)= 
Lu(MAH) 
Fig. 3. The Minkowski lattice ff' consists of all subsets of 'll.1 which can be decomposed as a 
union of translates of B (the latter are the sup-generators of ff'). Three elements L, M, and H of 
ff'. where L ~ H (Land Mare shown hatched, His transparent). We see that L v (M /\ H) is a 
strict subset of (L v M) /\H. Hence the lattice !Eis not modular 
(the translates of B) are atoms, and so !E is atomic. This lattice is generally not 
modular, and hence not distributive; we illustrate this fact in Fig. 3 ford = 2 
and B consisting of a square. 
(c) The family Lip(JR.d) of Lipschitz functions lR.d ---+ JR. with Lipschitz con-
stant I (including the constantly infinite functions +oo and -oo) is a Minkowski 
lattice for the same group of translations as in Fun(JR.d) (see (3.2)); here the 
members of e, instead of being the "impulse" functions fch,vJ defined in (3.1 ), 
are the "cone" functions cch,uJ (for h E lR.d and v E IR) defined by: 
C(i1,v)(p) = V - llP - hll 
Note that in Lip(IRd), the infimum and supremum of a family of Lipschitz func-
tions is their usual infimum and supremum in Fun(IRd); thus Lip(IRd) inherits 
) 
· which can be decompol'tlhs~ 
I. Three elements L, M, ill!llHi 
t). WeseethatLV(MilHHu 
ar 
rhis lattice is generaIIJ. 
is fact in Fig. 3 for Ii= 2 
--+ JR. with Lipschitz a 
) and-oo)isaMinbirii 
'.JR.d) (see (3.2)); here le 
ms f(h,v) defined iB (3.li 
t) defined by: 
: JR.d). 
family of Lipschitz• 
d); thus Lip(JR11)mDIB 
\ l;11t11:e-1heorelKal frame\\nrl for annular tilten. 
the llD and ISO properties of Fun( R" ). See I JO.) for a detailed study of this 
la11icc. 
From now on. we will freely u ... e the techniques introduced in [7, Section 3] for 
manipulating Minkow ... ki operations in conjunction with elements of e. Readers 
"'ho want to study our proob in depth are referred to this fundamental paper. 
We will consider the generalization to Minkowski lattices of annular fil-
ters and syrnmetrfr structuring elements. hut this requires first a few technical 
n:sults: 
Lemma 3.5 Let ( :1·. f. T) bt• a Minkowski latrice. 
(i I For x. y E f. we hm·e 
liil Fora.bEf.wehm·eavbef <::} (-a)v(-b)Et'.anda/l.bEf <:> 
(-a) A ( -b) E f. Furthemwre. (f € is lower. then the four statements an-
t:qu irnlt't1t: 
avhet <==> (-a)V(-b)Ef <==> aAbEt <==> (-a)A(-b)El. 
Proof: (i) If x ::: y. then for every h E t we have rh(.tl ::: rh(y). and so by {7, 
Lemma 3.3]. for every Z E :t' we get: 
r,(Z) = V r;{x)::: V r;(y) = r,1(Z). 
:Ee(Zl :El ill 
and hence r., ::: r,. Conversely. if r, :::; r.,. then x = rx(ol::: r,(o) = y. anc 
the two are equivalent. We get similarly the equivalence between -y ::: -.l 
and r_, ::: r_,. Finally. since r_,_,(x) = -y and r_,_,(y) = -x. we get 
x::: y <::} r_,_,(x):::; r_,_,(y) <::} -y::: -x. 
(ii) We have La-h(a) = -band La-h(b) = -a. Thus r_.,_b(a v b) = 
La-h(a)VLa-h(b) = (-b)V(-a)andLa-1>(a/l.b) = L 11-b(a)l\La-b(b) = 
(-b) A (-a). so that we get 
a v b E f <==> La-b(a V b) E f <==> (-a) V (-b) E f 
and 
a/l.bEt <==> La-h(aAb)Ef <==> (-a)A(-b)Ef. 
Suppose now that f is lower. in other words 0 < y ::: x E f implies y E t. 
If a v b E f, then writing c = a v b. we have a ::: c and b ::: c. so that 
by (i) we get -c ::: -a and -c· :;:: -b. that is -c ::: (-al A (-hl: thus 
-a ;:::: (-a) A (-b) ;:::: -c > O. and as e is lower. we get (-a) .\ (-hl E L 
Conversely.if(-a)A(-b) E f.thenwritingd = (-a)A(-bJ,wehaved::: -a 
and d ::: -b. so that by (i) we get a ::: -d and h ::: -d. that is a v h ::: -d; 
thus 0 < a :::; a v b :::; -d. and as t is lower. we get a v b E t. Therefore 
a v b E t: <:> (-a) l\ ( -b) E f, and the four statements are equivalent. I 
r 
l 
I 
! 
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Let us now generalize to the framework of Minkowski lattices the notion of a 
symmetric structuring element (used for annular filters on sets): 
Definition 3.6 Let (2, e, T) be a Minkowski lattice, and let A E !£'. 
(i) Let -l(A) ={-a \a E .e(A)}. The symmetric part of A is the set 
e*(A) = l(A) n -l(A) ={a E l(A) I -a E .e(A)}. 
(ii) We say that A is symmetric if A = V l*(A). 
(iii) We say that A is annular if for every a E l(A) there is some a' E .e*(A) 
such that a' =:: a. 
For!£ = &(E), these definitions of a symmetric set and of an annular set reduce 
to the usual notion of a set which is symmetric w.r.t. the origin. In the case where 
!£ = Fun(E), a function Fis symmetric if and only if it is annular, and this 
means in fact that the support of F (the set of x E E such that F(x) > -oo) 
is symmetric and F(x) + F(-x) ::: 0 for every x in that support. For example 
if E = JR., the function F given by F(x) = x for x ::: 0 and F(x) = 0 for 
x < 0 is symmetric, and also annular. Thus for functions, unlike sets, the word 
"symmetric" does not take the usual meaning of "invariant under the central 
symmetry of E". 
In [ 13] we restricted ourselves to annularopenings and to annular structuring 
elements (see equation (3.4) and Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 there). Here we will 
study annular openings id/\ 8A, annular closings id v EA, and finally annular 
filters s 8 v id/\ 8 A, and we will also consider both conditions on the structuring 
elements, namely being symmetric or annular, the former being in fact slightly 
more general, but also easier to use. The following result gives the relation 
between these two properties: 
Proposition 3.7 Let(!£, .e, T) be a Minkowski lattice. An annular element of 
!£ is symmetric; if!£ is ISD and .e is lower, then conversely a symmetric element 
of 2 is annular. 
Proof. Let A be annular. For every a E .e(A) we have a' E .e*(A) such that a :=: 
a', so that a :'.:: V .e*(A); we deduce that V .e(A) :=: V l*(A). As .e*(A) s; .e(A), 
we get the equality V .e*(A) = V .e(A) = A, meaning that A is symmetric. 
Suppose now that !£ is ISD and .e is lower, and let A be symmetric. For 
a E .e(A) we have a :'.:: A = V .e*(A) and ISD gives 
a =a J\ (V .e*(A)) = V (a/\ b); 
bee*(A) 
as a > 0 we deduce that there is some b E .e*(A) such that a J\ b > O. As 
a '.:: a/\ b > 0 and .e is lower, we get a J\ b E .e, and by Lemma 3.5 (ii) we 
have a v b E .e. Let a' = a v b; as a, b E .e(A) we have a' :=: A; as b :=: a', 
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by Lemma 3.5 (i) we have -a' :::: -b, and as b E .e*(A), we have -b :::: A, so 
that -a' :::: A. Thus a' Ee with both a':::: A and -a' :::: A, so that a' E e*(A), 
and of courses a :::: a'. Therefore A is annular. I 
The following result generalizes well-known properties of symmetric parts of 
!Rd or zd: 
Proposition 3.8 Given a Minkowski lattice (2, e, T), the family of symmetric 
elements of 2 is closed under the supremum operation, and it contains the 
universal bounds 0 and I. Furthermore, the Minkowski sum A Ef) B of two 
symmetric elements A and B is symmetric. 
Proof As£(/)= .e and £(0) = IZJ, 0 and I are symmetric. Consider a family 
Xi, i E J, of symmetric elements of 2, and let Y = Vie.ff Xi. If J is empty, 
then Y = 0, which is symmetric. Otherwise we set 
fJ = LJ f*(X;); 
ieJ 
we have fJ ~ f.*(Y), and for every i E J, Xi = V l*(X;) < V (F We 
deduce that 
Y :::: V eJ :::: V e*(Y) :::: V .ecn = Y, 
so that Y = V e*(Y), in other words, Y is symmetric. 
Let A and B be symmetric. As the Minkowski sum distributes the supremum 
operation (see [7, Subsection 3.2]), we have 
AEBB = (V e*(A) )EB(V f.*(B)) = V V (aE9b) = V V (a+b\ 
aee•(A) bef*(B) aef'(A) bef*( B) 
now for a E f*(A) and b E e*(B) we have -a E f*(A) and -b E e*(B), so 
that both a +band -(a + b) belong to f (A EB B) (we used the fact that for 
x :::: A and y ~ B, we have x + y ~A E9 B, see [7, Section 3]). Therefore 
A EBB= V V (a+ b):::; V e*(A E9 B) ~ V f(A E9 B) =A EBB, 
aef'(A) bee•(B) 
and A EB B is symmetric. I 
Note that this result does not extend to the infimum and Minkowski difference. 
For example in the Minkowski lattice Fun(IR), the functions C and D defined 
by 
C(x) = x and D(x) = -x 
are symmetric, but their meet C /\ D satisfies 
(C /\ D)(x) = -lxl, 
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and it is not symmetric. Similarly the functions A and B defined by 
A()= {x ~flxl :=: 2, and B(x) = {O ~f lxl :=: 1, 
x -oo if lxl > 2, -oo 1f lxl > 1, 
are symmetric, but A e B satisfies 
(A e B)(x) = { :_~l ~~ l~I ; }: 
and it is not symmetric. 
From Proposition 3.8 we deduce that the set ff' of symmetric elements 
of 2 is itself a complete lattice for the ordering by :=:. Here the supremum 
operation coincides with the one in 2 (for Xi E .'/, i E J, VieJ Xi E !/'), 
but the infimum is different: the infimum in ff' of a family Xi E ff', i E J, 
is the greatest element of ff' which is ::: /\eJ Xi; we write it CT;eJ X;; thus 
CTieJ X; E !/'and fleJ Xi ::: /\;eJ X;. For A, B E.'/, we write An B for 
their meet in the lattice !/'; in other words A n B is the greatest symmetric C 
such that C :=: A /\ B. 
In [ 13, Theorem 3.3] we showed that given an ISO Minkowski lattice 
(2, .e, T) and an annular A E !!', then id /\ 8A is idempotent, and the ele-
ments of!!' fixed by id/\ 8A are suprema of terms of the form x v (x +a) 
for x E .e and a E .e*(A). We will extend here this result to the case where 
A is symmetric, and obtain the dual result for BA v id when !!' is IID instead; 
we rely on the following general result, which should be compared to [13, 
Proposition 3.2]: 
Proposition 3.9 Let!!' be a complete lattice, and let ff' be a family of automor-
phisms of !fl such that for every a E ff', a- 1 E ff'; set 8 = V ff' and s = /\ !/', 
in other words o(X) = Vaefl' a(X) and s(X) = /\aefl' a(X). 
(i) If !fl is ISD, then id /\ 8 is idempotent, and an element of 2 is fixed by 
id /\ 8 if and only if it is a supremum of terms of the form X v a ( X) for 
X E !!' and a E ff'. 
(ii) If 2 is IID, then s v id is idempotent, and an element of!!' is fixed bys v id 
if and only if it is an infimum of terms of the form X /\ a (X) for X E 2 
and a E !/'. 
Proof (i) For a E ff' and X E 2, we have 
o[X v a(X)]:::: a[X v a(X)] v a- 1[X v O'(X)] 
= [ a(X) v a 2(X) J v [a- 1 (X) v X] ;::: Xv a(X), 
from which we derive that 
(id/\ 8)[X v a(X)] =[Xv a(X)] /\ 8[X v a(X)] =xv a(X). 
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Thus X v_ a(X) is fixed by id/\ o; by [13, Proposition 2.2], a supremum of 
tenns havmg that form Xv cr(X) (with a e..'/') is fixed by id/\ o. 
Take any Y E !f1. As /I' is invariant under the permutation a H- a - 1, we 
have 
o(Y) = v a(Y) = V a-1(Y) = v (a- 1(Y) va(Y)]. 
f1Ef/' f1Efl' f1E,<f' 
As!!' is ISO, we get 
YA 8(Y) = Y /\ ( V [a- 1 (Y) v cr(Y)J) = V([Y /\ a- 1(Y)] v [Y /\ a(Y)J) 
aeY' f1E..'I' 
= V ([Y /\cr-1(Y)]va[Y /\a- 1(Y)J). 
f1Efl' 
Hence (idAo)(Y) = Y l\o(Y) is a supremumofterrnsoftheform Xva(X) 
(for X E !11 and a E Y'), and so it must be fixed by id /\ 8. This means that 
(id I\ 8) 2(Y) = (id A o)(Y). and id/\ 8 is idempotent. 
Finally, for every Y E ff fixed by id l\o, we have Y = Y l\o( Y), which takes 
the above form of a supremum of terms X v a(X) where er E .Cf'. Therefore 
this form characterizes elements of !f1 invariant under id /\ 8. 
(ii) is the dual of (i) under the inversion of the order relations ::: and ;::-: . I 
Lemma 3.10 Let(!!', i, T) beaMinkowski lattice and let A e ff be symmetric. 
Then 
and cA = /\ Ta= /\ La, (3.4) 
aee•(A) aef"(A) aee•(Al aet*(A) 
in other words for every X E !f1 we have 
x EeA = v Xa = v X _a and X8A = /\ Xa = /\ X-a· 
aef*(A) aef*(A) aef'(A) aEf'(A) (3.5) 
Proof Let X E !!'.As A is symmetric, we have A = V i*(A), and the fact 
that the Minkowski sum distributes the supremum operation implies that 
X EB A= X EB (V e*(A)) = V (X EB a)= V Xa. 
aef*(A) aet'(A) 
As .e,*(A) is invariant under the permutation a r-+ -a, we get 
XEBA= v Xa= v X-a· 
aef*(A) aef'(A) 
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in other words the left half of (3.5), and we deduce the formula 
8 A = V ra = V ra = V •-a' 
aEf(A) aE€*(A) aEf*(A) 
that is the left half of (3.4). Thanks to [7, Lemma 3.4] we deduce from this 
equality the following one: 
BA= (\ •-a= /\ •-a= /\ •a• 
aee(A) aEi*(A) aEf*(A) 
in other words the right half of (3.4), which gives 
X e A= (\ Xa = j\ X-a· 
aEf*(A) aEi*(A) 
that is the right half of (3.5). I 
Combining the above two results for !I' = {•a I a E .e* (A)}, we obtain the 
following: 
Corollary 3.11 Let (2, e, T) be a Minkowski lattice and let A E !£be sym-
metric. 
(i) If 2 is ISD, then id/\ 8A is idempotent, and an element of!£ is fixed by 
id /\ 8A if and only if it is a supremum of terms of the form X v Xa for 
X E 2 and a E l*(A). 
(ii) If 2 is IID, then BA v id is idempotent, and an element of 2 is fixed by 
BA vid if and only if it is an infimum of terms of the form X /\ Xafor X E 2 
and a E .e*(A). 
The following example shows that we cannot avoid the ISD condition for prov-
ing the idempotence of id /\ 8 A: 
Example 3.12 Let 2 be the family of all closed subsets of IR2 , ordered by 
inclusion. Then it is an IID Minkowski lattice, where the infimum and supremum 
of a family of closed set are given respectively by their intersection and the 
closure of their union, l consists of all singletons, and T is the family of all 
translations of IR 2. Moreover!£ is atomic, the elements of l forming the atoms, 
but 2 is not ISO. There is nevertheless a symmetric structuring element A for 
which id /\ 8 A is not idempotent: we take 
A = { (z, 0) I z E 'll and z =j:. 0}. 
Indeed, let X be the closed set consisting of the two points (0, 1) and (0, -1 ), 
and of the curve made of all points (x, f (x)) for x E IR, where f is a strictly 
increasing continuous function satisfying limx-++oo = + 1 and limx-->-oo = -1 
(for example f(x) = ~ arctan(x)). We illustrate X and A in Fig. 4 (a)). 
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(a) - - . .. + .... --
A 
--~--
(b) 
ux 
ae A 3 
ux 
ae A a 
Y =Xn( U Xa) 
ae A + 
• 
(c) - - • • • • • • • - -
+ 
- - • • • • • • • - -
UY=UY 
aeA a aeA a 
Fig. 4. The cross indicates the position of the origin in IR 2• (a) We show two closed sets A and 
X; A is symmetric (in the sense of Definition 3.6). (b) In the Minkowski lattice of closed sets 
of IR 2, the dilation oA (X) of X by A is the supremum of translates Xa of X by points a E A. in 
other words the closure of their union; now Y = (id/\ oA)(X) is obtained by intersecting X with 
oA(X). (c) The union of translates Yu ofY by points a EA is closed: it is thus the dilation 8,\(Y) 
of Y by A; clearly the intersection of Y and ilA(Y) is empty, so that Y # (id/\ oAl(Y) = 0. 
Hence id/\ ilA is not idempotent. Thus Corollary 3.11 fails here because the Minkowski lattice 
of closed sets of IR 2 is only distributive, but not ISO 
As explained in [7, Subsection 4.2], 8 A (X) is the closure of the union of 
all Xa for a E A. Now all Xa (for a E A) are disjoint from X, but the points 
(x, 1) and (x, -1) (for x E IR) are adherent to the union of all Xa; thus (0, 1) 
and (0, - I) are the only points of X inside the closure of the union of all 
X 11 , and so Y = (id /\ 8A)(X) consists of the two points (0, 1) and (0, -1 ): 
see Fig. 4 (b).Now it is easily seen that (id/\ 8A)(Y) = 0 -=f. Y, that is 
(id/\ 8A) 2(X) -=f. (id/\ 8A)(X): see Fig. 4 (c). 
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Our next example shows that we cannot avoid distributivity for proving the 
idempotence of BA v id: 
Example 3.13 Let .ff' be the family of all "horizontally convex" subsets of 
IR.2, in other words sets S s; IR.2 such that for every t E IR., the horizontal 
cross-section 
X1(S) = {x E IR. I (x, t) ES} 
is convex. Ordered by inclusion, it is a complete lattice: the infimum of a family 
of "horizontally convex" sets S; is their intersection, while the supremum of that 
family is H CH (Ui S; ), the "horizontally convex hull" of their union; here the 
"horizontally convex hull" H CH ( S) of a set Sis the set whose horizontal cross-
sections are the convex hulls of the corresponding horizontal cross-sections of 
S: 
X1(HCH(S)) = CH(X1(S)), 
where CH (X) denotes the convex hull of X. Taking e consisting of all single-
tons, and T the family of all translations of IR. 2, .ff' is a Minkowski lattice. Note 
that !!'is not distributive. We take the symmetric structuring element 
A= [-I, I] x {-1, l} 
and the horizontally convex set 
X = ([O, 3] x {-2, 0, 2}) U {(-2, -I), (-2, 1)} 
shown in Fig. 5. (a). Here we have 
(eA vid)(X) = HCH((X e A) u x). 
where X e A is taken in the usual sense (of the lattice &(IR.2)), and this gives 
(see Fig. 5. (b)): 
(BA V id)(X) = ([0, 3] x {-2, 0, 2}) U ([-2, 2) x {-I, I}). 
We get then (see Figure 5 (c)) 
(BA vid)2(X) = (eA Vid)(X)U ([-1,0[x{O}) ::::>(BA vid)(X). 
Thus e A v id is not idempotent. 
The following result represents in some way a converse of Corollary 3. I I (i). 
It generalizes [I3, Theorem 3.4] in the sense that it uses a weaker hypothesis, 
namely that .ff' is distributive, where in [ 13] we required the elements of e to 
be "co-prime" (something which implies the distributivity of .ff', see [ 13, Ex-
ample 3.2); note also that the original statement of [ 13, Theorem 3.4] mentions 
the condition that .ff' is ISD, but the proof uses only the fact that .ff' is distribu-
tive). Recall that the definition of the translation by an element p of£, of the 
Minkowski operations E9 and e. and of synunetric elements of .ff', depend on 
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• (a) x )( 
• A 
x 
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(b) x----- )( 
0 
(c) )( 
Fig. 5. The cross indicates the position of the origin in IR 2• (a) We show two horizontally conveJ>. 
sets A and X; A is symmetric (in the sense of Definition 3.6). (b) In the left figure, hollow circles 
and dashed lines indicate X; in the Minkowski lattice of horizontally convex sets of IR.2, eA(X) is 
the horizontal convex hull of the usual erosion of X by A, and Xv e A (X) is the horizontal convex 
hull of XU BA (X). (c) We construct similarly BA (Y) and Y v BA (Y) for Y = X V eA (X); here in 
the left figure dashed lines indicate Y. The two arrows point to a segment included in Y v BA(Y) 
but not in Y. Thus Corollary 3.11 fails here because the Minkowski lattice of horizontally convex 
subsets of IR 2 is not distributive 
the choice of the "origin" o in e (the same happen in Euclidean space); thus 
it is not astonishing that this element o will appear explicitly in the conditions 
imposed on the elements of :£' from which dilations or erosions are made. 
Proposition 3.14 Let (f/1, l, T) be a distributive lower Minkowski lattice. Let 
A E :!'such that o ~ l(A) and id/\ 8A is idempotent; then A is annular. 
Proof. We have (id/\ 8A)(o) = o /\A. Suppose that o /\A # 0. Then the 
fact that .e is lower implies that o /\ A E .e; we set o /\ A = x. As id /\ 8 A is 
idempotent, we have 
x /\Ax= (id/\ 8A)(x) =(id/\ DA)(id /\ DA)(o) =(id/\ DA)(o) = x, 
that is x ~ Ax, and by translating by -x, we get o :::: A, contradicting the 
hypothesis. Therefore o /\ A = 0. For every z E e we have thus 
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:: /\ A: = (o /\ A)~ = 0: = 0. (3.6) 
Take a E f(A). and let X = ova and Y = (id I\ 8AHX). We have 
oA(X) =A v A11 and (id/\ 8,\)(X) = X /\ 8A(X) =(ova)/\ (A v A.,). By 
distributivity, this gives 
Y = (o Va) I\ (A V Aa) = (o /\A) V (a /\ A) V (o /\ A0 ) V (a /\ A"). 
Now o /\A = a /\ Aa = 0 by (3.6): also a E t(A) implies that u ::: A. in 
other words a/\ A = a. Hence Y =a v (o /\ Aa). If we had o /\ Aa = O. 
then we would get Y =a, and as Y =(id/\ 8A)(X) and id/\ 8A is idempotent, 
this would imply that a= (id/\ oA)(a) =a/\ Aa. but a/\ Aa = 0 by (3.6), a 
contradiction. Hence o /\ Aa =/= O: as f is lower, o /\ Aa E f: we set u = o /\ Aa. 
Thus 
(3.7) 
and Y = a vu. As Y = (id/\ 8A)(X) and id/\ 8A is idempotent, we have 
(id/\ oA)(Y) = Y: now 8,\(Y) = Aa V A11 and so (id/\ 8A)(Y) =(a Vu)/\ 
(A11 v Au): distributivity gives thus: 
a Vu= (a Vu)/\ (Au V Au)= (a/\ Au) V (u /\ Aa) V (a/\. Au) V (u /\Au). 
Now (3.6) gives a/\ Aa = u /\Au == O: also u ::: Aaby (3.7), in other words 
u " Au = u. Therefore the above equation reduces to 
avu=uV(a/\Au). 
.nd applying again distributivity together with the fact that a ::: a v u, we 
1btain: 
a= £1•\(avu) = a/\[uv(a/\A 11 )] = (a/\u)v[a/\(a/\.Au)] = (a/\u)V(a/\Aul· 
But u s: A,, by (3.7). so that a /\ u s a /\ Aa = 0 by (3.6), and the above 
equation leads to a =a /\ A11 , that is 
(3.8) 
Let a' = a-u. As u S: o by (3.7), we have a'= (a-u)+o?:: (a-u)+u = 
a.Asu s A., by(3.7), we have-a'= u-a ::S (Aa)-a =A, that is-a' E t'(A). 
Asa S: Au by (3.8). we get a'= a -u ::S (Aul-u =A, that isa' E f(A). 
Therefore we have shown that for every a E f(A) there is a' E f(A) such 
that a'?::: a and -a' E t(A). that is A is annular. I 
Note that for every A E !t' such that o E f (A), we have id /\ 8A = id, which 
is obviously idempotent. It would be interesting to obtain such a result in the 
case of the idempotence of cA v id. 
In order to build an annular filter we will require two symmetric elements 
A and B of !l' such that c8 s 8A, and verify the idempotence of s8 v id/\ 8A. 
We can state our main result: 
~on3.15 l 
flli'llP· Let A, B 
J&tBB s 8A and 
jtllpOtent. 
r-J. Let c == i 
JjO :::: O for ev1 
~c E £*(C), 
Mi!lltion (3.3) of 
re l(B), this giv 
iEl(A)wehave 
SJ 
.i we deduce th~ 
Since !t is IS 
illlplies that id /\ ~ 
Let a E £(A), 
and x E t(o /\ (t 
Asx:::b+a+ 
b+a' + c::: o ~ 
b+ a' E £(A) n ~ 
LetX E !tar 
so that y + b ::: 
As a' E £(A) anc 
y+b+a'::: X, 
!f>+a'+c(y) == () 
foc every X E :i 
LetX E ft, 
thenz:::YeE 
W=(z+c)/\; 
z + c = (z-+ 
SI> that 
z+ 
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Proposition 3.15 Let(!!', .e, T) be a Minkowski lattice such that ff' is both ISD 
and /ID. Let A, B E ff' be symmetric and such that o ::.:: A E9 B E9 (A n B). 
Then Es ::5 8A and the three operators id/\ OA, Es v id, and s 8 v id I\ 8A, are 
idempotent. 
Proof Let C = A n B. As o ::.:: A EEl B EEl C, we have C =I= 0 (because 
X E9 0 = 0 for every X E ft?, [7]), and as C is symmetric, E*(C) is not empty; 
taking c E .e*(C), we have c ::.:: C ::: Band -c ::: C ::: A. Let X E .?. By 
definition (3.3) of X 8 B, for every b E .f(B) we have X e B ::5 X_b; as 
c E E(B), this gives X 8 B ::5 X-c· By definition (3.3) of X E9 A, for every 
a E E(A) we have Xa :::; X EEl A; as -c E E(A), this gives X_c :::; X $A. Hence 
and we deduce that Es ::.:: 8 A. 
Since ff' is ISD and IID, while A and B are symmetric, Corollary 3.11 
implies that id/\ 8A and Es v id are idempotent. 
Let a E E(A), b E C(B), and c E .f*(C) such that o /\(a+ b + c) #- 0, 
and x E .e(a /\ (b +a+ c)). We set a' = x - b - c; thus x = b +a'+ c. 
As x :::; b + a + c, we have a' :::; a, so that a' E E(A); as x ::.:: o, we have 
b +a' + c :::; o and hence b +a' :::; -c; also c, -c E .f(A) n .e(B), so that 
b +a' E l(A) n .f(B). 
Let X E 2 and y E E(X 8 B).As b E C(B), we have y :S: X 8 B :S: X-b· 
so that y + b ::::: X; similarly, as b +a' E .f(B), we have y + b +a' ::::: X. 
As a' E E(A) and y + b ::: X, we get y + b +a'::::: Xa' ::::: X EEl A, and since 
y + b +a'::.:: X, we get y + b +a' ::: X /\ (X EEl A). Now c::.:: A, so that 
•b+a'+c(Y) = (y + b +a')+ c ::5 (X /\ (X EEl A)t::: (X /\ (X EEl A)) EEl A. 
As •b+a'+c(Y) ::5 (X /\ (X EEl A)) EEl A for every y E £(X 8 B), we deduce that 
Tb+a'+c(X 8 B) = V •b+a'+c(Y) :S: (X /\ (X EEl A)) EEl A 
yE€(X8B) 
for every X E 2, in other words •xBB = •b+a'+cEB ::5 8A(id I\ 8A). 
Let X E 2, Y = (X 8 B) v X, and z E l(Y 8 B).As c E l(B), we have 
then z ::5 Y 8 B :S y_c, so that z + c :S: Y. Let V = (z + c) /\ (X 8 B) and 
W = (z + c) /\ X; as z + c:::; Y = (X e B) v X and!!' is distributive, we have 
z + c = (z + c) /\ Y = (z + c) /\ [CX 8 B) v X] 
= [ (z + c) /\ (X 8 B)) v [ (z + c) /\ X) = V v W, 
so that 
z + c = (V .ecv)) v (V ecw)) = V(.ecv) u ecw)). 
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Forv E l(V),asv::::: XeB andb e .e(B), wegetv ::'.':: X_b,andso v+b :'.':: X, 
and as a' E £(A), we get v + b +a' :'.':: Xa' :'.':: X EB A. On the other hand, for 
w E l(W), as w :'.':: X andb+a' E .e(A), we get w +b +a':'.':: Xb+a' ::'.':: X EB A. 
Hence for every u e l(V) U .e(W), u + b +a' ::'.':: X EB A; now 
z + c + b +a'= Tb+a'(z + c) = Lb+a'(V (l(V) u e(W))) 
= V { Tb+a'(u) I u E £(V) U .e(W)} 
= V{u +b+a' I u E l(V) u e(W)}, 
from which we deduce that rb+a'+c(z) = z + c + b +a' :'.':: X EB A. As this holds 
for every z E £(Y 8 B), it follows that 
rb+a'+c(((X8B)vX)eB) = rb+a'+c(Y8B) = V Tb+a'+c(Z) ::'.':: XEBA 
zee(YSB) 
for every X E ~.in other words rxsB(BB v id) = rb+a'+cBB(Bs v id) :'.':: OA. 
Now AEBB = VaeC(A) Vbee(B)(a+b) andLemma3.10gives (AEBB)EBC = 
V cee•(C) (A EB B),, so that 
A EB B EB C = V V V (a+ b + c); 
aee(A) bee(B) cee•(C) 
.as o :'.':: A EB B EB C, by ISD we have 
o=o/\(AEBBEBC)= V V V (oA(a+b+c)) 
aee(A)bee (B)cef*(CJ 
= V V V Ve(o/\(a+b+c))=Vfl. 
a ef (A)bee(B)cee• (CJ 
where 
:£ = LJ{e(o /\(a+ b + c)) I a e £(A), b E £(B), c e e*(C) and 
o /\(a+ b + c) 'I- 0 }. 
Then [7, Lemma 3.4] gives 
id= T0 = v Tx. 
xe:!t 
Now we showed above that for every such x E ff we have rxsB ::::: oA (id/\ 8A) 
and rxss(sB v id) :'.':: 8A, so that we get 
SB= ( V rx )sB = V (rxBB) :'.':: DA(id /\ DA) 
xe8t xefr 
Cb, andsovH'f\f 
On the other i-; ' 
·a'<x ""'111,flr 
. - b+a' ~ X$A. 
,,now 
I) U l(W))) 
W)} 
l(W)}, 
X EB A. As this holds 
rb+a'+c(Z) ~ X@A 
I 
ee(ee Yid) ~JA. 
gives (AEeB)$C,. 
c); 
+b+c)) 
v?J. 
E l*(C) and 
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and 
fB(ffl v id)= ( V r., )En!Et1 v id) = V (rrEs(t8 v id)) :s; oA. 
I Ef .tE.f 
Combining the inequalities Ft1 :s: 81(id /\ a,1) and Es(En v id)~ 0,4 with the 
idempotence of id /\ 8~ and F 8 v id. it follows from the sufficient condition for 
idempotence given in Corollary 2.4 that f 8 v id I\ o" is idempotent. I 
The above proofs that Tf>+a'+cfB :s: o~(id /\ c5A) and r,,.~,(.,.cfB(fB v id) :s: OA 
were inspired by the arguments given after (2.10) for 0- and I -triple points in 
the case where !I'= .IP(E). 
When A= B. we have An A= A, and Proposition 3.15 becomes: 
Corollary 3.16 Let (2', f, T) be a Minkowski lattice such that Y' is both ISD 
and /ID. Let A E !/'be symmetric and such that o :s; A EB A ED A. Then F,4 :s; oA 
and the three operators id I\ 8A, E'A v id, and F.~ v id /\ oA. are idempotent. 
Let us now consider the meaning of the above results in the lattice .-JI( E) of 
subsets of E and the lattice Fun( E, .-T) of grey-level functions E ~ .:T, where 
E = RJ or zd and .:ff"= R =RU {+oo. -oo} or 'i.= Z u {+oo. -'.'X)I. Both 
are Minkowski lattices satisfying all the properties mentioned above, namely 
they are both ISO and IID, and t is lower. Therefore all our results apply in 
these two cases. 
In the case of.;'(£), a structuring element A is symmetric (in the sense 
of Definition 3.6) if and only if it is annular, and this simply means that 
A = A = {-a I a E A}, in other words that it is symmetric in the ordi-
nary geometric sense. The family of symmetric structuring elements is closed 
under union and Minkowski sum (cfr. Proposition 3.8), but also under inter-
section, complementation, and Minkowski difference. By Corollary 3.11 and 
Proposition 3.14, for any structuring element A, id/\ oA is idempotent if and 
only if A is symmetric or o E A, where o is the origin in E. Thanks to the 
duality by complementation, the analogue of Proposition 3.14 for erosions is 
also true, so that e A v id is idempotent if and only if A is symmetric or o E A. 
Note that for o EA, id/\ oA =FA V id= id. In Proposition 3.15, An Bis 
symmetric, so that A n B = An B. and hence the hypothesis reduces to the 
fact that A and B are symmetric and that o E (An B) ED A © B; now this 
condition means that there is x E A © B and y E A n B with x + y = o, that 
is x = -y, and as An Bis symmetric, this holds iff x = -y EA n B. and so 
the condition is equivalent to An B n (A © B) i= 0: we obtain here what we 
said in [ 8, Proposition 6.1]. 
In the case of Fun(£, .::n (see [7, Section 4 ]), the "origin" in [ is the "im-
pulse" fo.o (cfr. (3.1)) where o is the origin of space E, in other words the func-
tion having value 0 on o and -oo elsewhere; the formulas for the Minkowski 
operations are: 
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(FEB G)(x) = sup ( F(x - h) + G(h)) 
helRd 
and (F 8 G)(x) = inf (F(x + h) - G(h)), 
he!Rti 
with the further conventions, in cases of ambiguous expressions of the form 
+oo-oo,thatF(x-h)+G(h) = -oowhenF(x-h) = -ooorG(h) = -oo, 
and that F(x + h) - G(h) = +oo when F(x + h) = +oo or G(h) = -oo. 
Now a structuring function A is symmetric (cfr. Definition 3.6) if and only if 
it is annular, and as explained in [13], this means that supp(A), the support of 
A (i.e., the set of points p E E such that A (p) > -oo ), is symmetric and that 
for all x E supp(A) we have A(x) + A(-x) ::: 0 (cfr. (1.3)). The family of 
symmetric structuring functions is closed under supremum and Mink.ow ski sum 
(cfr. Proposition 3.8), but not under infimum and Minkowski difference (see the 
examples given after Proposition 3.8). By Corollary 3.11 and Proposition 3.14, 
for any structuring function A, id/\8 A is idempotent if and only if A is symmetric 
or A(o) ::: 0, where o is the origin in E. Thanks to the duality by grey-level 
inversion, the analogue of Proposition 3.14 for erosions is also true, so that 
BA v id is idempotent if and only if A is symmetric or A(o) ::: 0. Note that for 
A(o) ::: 0, id/\ 8A =BA v id= id. Given two symmetric structuring functions 
A and B, A n B is defined by setting for every point p E E: 
{ 
min(A(p), B(p)) if p E supp(A) n supp(B) and 
(An B)(p) = min(A(p), B(p)) 
+min(A(-p), B(-p)) ::: 0, 
-oo otherwise. 
In Proposition 3.15 we must check that [A EB B EB (A n B)] (o) ::: 0. 
Let us give a concrete example with space E = '71,d and grey-level set 
.Y = ~. We take two symmetric sets So and S1 not containing the origin o, 
which represent the neighbourhood of the origin in dark (background) and 
light (foreground) conditions respectively. We take two grey-levels to, t 1 ::: 0, 
which indicate thresholds in grey-level difference with the neighbourhood at 
which isolated dark and light points respectively must be eliminated. We define 
the structuring functions Ao and A 1 having respective supports So and S 1 , on 
which they take constant grey-levels to and t1 respectively, in other words 
A- ( ) _ { ti for p E S; , . O l 
1 P - -oo for p ~ S;, z = ' · 
Since S1 is symmetric andti '.?'.: 0, it follows that Ai is symmetric (or equivalently, 
annular) for i = 0, I. Note that Aon A 1 has support Son S1, and has grey-level 
min(to, !1) on it. For a grey-level image I : E -+ :r, we have (id/\ 8A 1 )(/) = 
I/\ (I EB A,), where (I EB A1)(p) = [supaes1 l(p +a)]+ t1. Thus, whenever 
the grey-level of a point p is lighter than (superior to) that of all its neighbours 
(according to Si) by more than t1, it is decreased accordingly. Similarly (id v 
BAo)(l) = I v (I e Ao) where (I e Ao)(p) = [infaeSo I (p +a)] - to. Thus, 
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whenever the grey-level of a point p is darker than (inferior to) that of all its 
neighbours (according to So) by more than to, it is increased accordingly. The 
two operators id /\ 8 A, and id v f ,,,, are idempotent, because Ao and A 1 are 
annular: they constitute an annular opening and closing respectively. Now for 
So n S 1 # 0 we have f A,, ::: 8 A, and so we can consider the annular operator 
1'4,, v id /\ tJ A I • Here ( f Ao v id /\ 0 ,\I ) (/ l = (/ e Ao) v I /\ (/ $ A I ) is given 
as follows 
[U 8 Ao) v I/\(/ EB Atl)(p) = (/ 8 AoHPl v /(p) /\ (/ $ Ai)(p) 
{ 
(/ 8 Ao)(p) if/. (p) < (/ 8 Ao)(p), 
_ /(p) if(/8Ao)(p)'.'.::/(p) 
- :::UEBA1)(p). 
(I Ee At )(p) if (I EB Ai)(p) < /(p) 
where 
(/ 8 Ao)(p) = (in( l(p +a)] - In. 
t1E5;1 
and (/EBA1HPl=[supl(p+a)]+t1. 
t1ES1 
The behaviour of the annular operator €Ao v id /\ o A, combines that of 
the annular opening id /\ oA, and the annular closing id v f Ao· When o E 
(Son S1) EB So EB S1, as t0 , t1 2:: 0, we have 
[<Aon A1) EB Ao EB A1](0) = min(to. ti) +to+ 11 2:: 0. 
Indeed, Ao n A 1. Ao. and A 1 are what one calls flat functions. that is functions 
having constant value on their support: Aon A1 has support So Ii S1 with value 
min(to. t1) on it, Ao has support So with value to on it, and A1 has support S1 
with value t1 on it; now it is well-known (and easily verified from formulas) 
that the Minkowski sum of flat functions is the flat function whose support is 
the Minkowski sum of their supports, and whose value on it is the sum of their 
respective values. Thus by what we said above, CAo v id/\ o.~, is idempotent: it 
is an annular filter. We illustrate its behaviour ford = I in Fig. 6. 
4 Composing annular openings and closings, and strong annular filters 
In Section 2 we studied sufficient conditions for the idempotence of an annular 
filter of the form f v id/\ 8 (with € :::: a), defined on an arbitrary modular 
lattice. where € v id and id /\ 8 are themselves idempotent, representing an 
annular closing and opening respectively. In Section 3, € and o were defined 
in a Minkowski lattice as an erosion and a dilation by symmetric elements; 
we generalized there previous results on annular closings and openings. In this 
section we will investigate under which conditions the annular filter€ v id /\ 8 
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Fig. 6. We consider the one-dimensional discrete space E = 'JL Top: the two symmetric struc-
turing functions Au and A1 satisfy the condition (Aun Ai) Efl AoEBA1 ?:: o, so that for the erosion 
Bo b; Ai1 and the dilation 8i by Ai, the annular operator Bo v id I\ 81 is idempotent. Below we 
show a fum:tion I and the result of applying the filter e0 v id/\ oi to I; the filtered function is 
invariant under further tiltering 
can be obtained by composing the annular opening id/\8 and the annular closing 
E: v id, in other words 
f, v id/\ 8 = (E: v id)(id /\ 8) (4.1) 
or f, v id/\ 8 = (id/\ 8)(€ v id). (4.2) 
We will see that these equations (4.1) and (4.2) are related to certain proper-
ties of the operator E' v id/\ 8, namely being an inf-overfilter, a sup-underfilter, 
and inf-filter, a sup-filter, or a strong filter (cfr. below). We will then show how 
to obtain such properties when the object space on which the operators 8 and 
B act is the family of parts of a Euclidean or digital space, and also when they 
are translation-invariant operators on a Minkowski lattice (such as the one of 
grey-level functions). 
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Throughout this section we assume as in Section 2 that the object space is 
a modular lattice (!!',:::::).Note that we do not assume that .It' is complete. We 
recall a few definitions from [ 15, 13]: 
Definition 4.1 Let !!' be a lattice and 1jJ : !!' -+ ff an operator on .It'. We say 
that: 
(i) 1/1 is an inf-overfilter if 1/1 is increasing and 1/1 = i/!(id /\ 1/1). 
(ii) 1/1 is a sup-underfilter if 1jJ is increasing and 1/1 = i/!(id v 1/1). 
(iii) 1/1 is a filter if 1/1 is increasing and idempotent. 
(iv) 1/1 is an inf-filter if 1/1 is an idempotent inf-overfilter. 
(v) 1/1 is a sup-filter if 1/1 is an idempotent sup-underfilter. 
( vi) 1/1 is a strong filter if 1jJ is both an inf-overfilter and a sup-underfilter. 
The following properties are proved in [15,13]: 
Lemma 4.2 lf i/! is an inf-overfilter, then id/\ 1/1 is idempotent and 1/1 2 ;::: 1/J. lf 
1/1 is a sup-underfilter, then id v 1/1 is idempotent and 1/1 2 :::; 1/J. lf 1/J is a strong 
filter, then ifr, id/\ 1/1, and id v 1/1 are idempotent. 
We can now consider what this means for the operator e v id /\ 8: 
Proposition 4.3 Let e, 8 be two increasing operators on the modular lattice 
!!', such that e ::::: 8, and let 1/1 = e v id /\ 8. 
(i) 1/1 is an inf-overfilter if and only if id /\ 8 is idempotent and 1/1 = (e v 
id)(id /\ 8). 
(ii) /fid /\ 8 and e v id are idempotent and 1/1 = (e v id)(id /\ 8), then 1/1 is 
an inf-filter. 
(iii) 1/1 is a sup-under.filter if and only if e v id is idempotent and 1/1 = (id /\ 
8)(e v id). 
(iv) Ifid /\ 8 and e v id are idempotent and 1/1 =(id/\ 8)(e v id), then 1/1 is 
a sup-filter. 
(v) 1jJ is a strong filter if and only if id/\ 8 and s v id are idempotent and 
1/J = (s v id)(id /\ 8) = (id/\ 8)(e v id). 
Proof (i) By Lemma 2.2 (ii), id/\ 1jJ = id/\ 8. If id/\ 8 is idempotent, then 
this and Lemma 2.2 (v) give 
i/!(id /\ 1/1) = (e v id)(id /\ 8). (4.3) 
Now, if 1/1 is an inf-overfilter, then id/\ 1/1 = id/\ 8 is idempotent by Lemma 4.2, 
and as 1jJ = ijJ(id /\ 1/1), (4.3) gives 1jJ = (s v id)(id /\ 8). Conversely, if 
1/1 = (s v id)(id /\ 8) and id /\ 8 = id /\ 1/1 is idempotent, then (4.3) gives 
i/!(id /\ 1jJ) = (s v id)(id /\ 8) = 1jJ, and 1/1 is an inf-overfilter. 
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(ii) By (i), ijJ is an inf-overfilter. Since id/\ o and e v id are filters satisfying 
id /\ o ::: s v id, by [ 15, Criterion 4.6], ijJ = (s v id) (id /\ o) is idempotent. It 
is thus an inf-filter. 
(iii) and (iv) are proved in the same way as (i) and (ii) (using item (iv) 
of Lemma 2.2), or follow by duality. Finally ( v) is just the combination of (i) 
and (iii). II 
We will now give sufficient conditions for having the decompositions ( 4.1) 
and (4.2) of s v id /\ o. Let us say that the operator s is meet-distributive if 
s(X /\ Y) = e(X) /\ s(Y) for all X, Y E !!'; similarly, let us say that the 
operator o is join-distributive if o(X v Y) = o(X) v o(Y) for all X, Y E !/'. 
Lemma 4.4 Lets and o be operators on the modular lattice 2', such that s ::_: 8, 
and let ijJ = s v id /\ 8. 
(i) If e ::_: co and e is meet-distributive, then ijJ = (s v id)(id /\ o). 
(ii) If 8E: ::: 0 and 0 is join-distributive, then 1/1 = (id/\ o)(e v id). 
Proof (i) Since e is meet-distributive, we have s(id /\ o) = cid /\so = s /\so; 
now ifs :::: so, then this gives e(id /\ 8) =£,and so we get 
(e v id)(id /\ o) = .s(id /\ o) v id(id /\ o) = s v (id/\ 8) = 1/J. 
(ii) is proved in the same way, or follows by duality. I 
Corollary 4.5 Lets and 8 be operators on the modular lattice !!', such that s 
is meet-distributive, 8 is join-distributive, e ::_: o, and let 1/1 = s v id /\ o. 
(i) lfE _:::: &8 and id/\ o is idempotent, then ijJ is an inf-overfilter. 
(ii) If f' _:::: f'o and id /\ 8 and e V id are idempotent, then 1/1 is an inf-filter. 
(iii) IfoE:::: 8 and E v id is idempotent, then ijJ is a sup-underfilter. 
(iv) f{of' :::: 8 and id/\ 8 and e v id are idempotent, then ijJ is sup-filter. 
( v) lfe :5 s8, OE:.' _:::: 8, and id/\ 8 and E v id are idempotent, then ijJ is a strong 
filter. 
Proof We combine Proposition 4.3 and Lemma 4.4: items (i) and (ii) of Propo-
sition 4.3 with item (i) of Lemma 4.4, items (iii) and (iv) of Proposition 4.3 
with item (ii) of Lemma 4.4, and item (v) of Proposition 4.3 with both items (i) 
and (ii) of Lemma 4.4, and we get then items (i, ii, iii, iv, v) respectively of 
the present statement. I 
We will study equivalent forms of the conditions s ::_: so and oe _:::: o of 
Lemma4.4. 
Let us first recall from [7] that two operators e and 8 form an adjunction 
(s, 8) if and only if for every X, Y E !!'we have 8(X) _:::: Y {::=>- X ::_: s(Y). 
In [7, Proposition 2.5] we showed that when !!'is a complete lattice, in every 
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adjunction (s, 8), 8 distributes the (infinite) supremum operation (and is called 
a dilation), while s distributes the (infinite) infimum operation (and is called 
an erosion); in the general case where!£' is not necessarily complete, the same 
argument as in [7, Proposition 2.5] shows that 8 is join-distributive while e is 
meet-distributive, and that both are increasing. 
We will use the following general result, which has many useful conse-
quences in addition to our present problem: 
Proposition 4.6 Let (ea, 8a) and (eb, 8b) be two adjunctions, and TJ, ()two in-
creasing operators. Then 
(4.4) 
Proof. The adjunction (ea, 8a) gives ea8a ~ id and 8aea s id (see [7, Propo-
sition 2.6]). If 1Jea s eb(), since ea8a ~ id, every X E !£'gives 
ri (X) s 11sa8a (X) s eb88a (X), 
and the adjunction (eb, 8b) implies then that 8b17(X) s 88a(X); thus 8b1] s 88a. 
Conversely, if 8b1] s 88a, since 8aea s id, every X E !!! gives 
8b1)ea(X) S 88aea(X) S 8(X), 
and the ad junction (eb, 8b) implies then that 1)ea (X) s eb()(X); thus 11ea s eh(). 
I 
This result has many interesting particular cases, which we will present here. 
We consider first some inequalities used in the previous section. We have twc 
ad junctions (so, 80) and (e1, 81), and we consider the annular filter e vid /\ 8 fo1 
e = e0 and 8 = 81• The first requirement is that s s 8, in other words, so s 01. 
Using Proposition 4.6 with (ea, 8a) = (eo, 80), (eb, 8b) = (id, id), 1) =id, and 
() = 81, we obtain the equivalence 
(4.5) 
In order to obtain the idempotence of e vidl\8, we considered the conditions 
e::;: 8(idA8)ande(evid) s 8(cfr.Corollary2.4).Taking(4.4)with(eu,8a) = 
(e0 , 80), (sb, 8b) =(id, id), 17 =id, and()= 81(id I\ 81), we get 
e0 ::: 81 (id/\ 8i) <===? ids 81 (id I\ 81)80. (4.6) 
Interchanging the two sides of (4.4) with (ea. 8a) = (e1, 81), (eb, 8b) = 
(id, id), 17 = e0 (e0 v id), and e =id, gives 
e0 (e0 v id) s 81 <===? eo(eo v id)e1 s id. (4.7) 
In the case where!£' is a Minkowski lattice, taking for 81 the dilation oA : 
X 1-+ X EB A by A e !£' and for e0 the erosion e s : X 1-+ X e B by B E !I', then 
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8A8B = 88 ElM• the dilation by B EEl A, while id is the dilation by the "origin" o; 
thus combining (4.5) with the isomorphism Z i-+ oz between !f' and the lattice 
of T-invariant dilations (see [7, Theorem 3 .8]), we get: 
(4.8) 
This is a particular case of a result due to Van Droogenbroeck (see 
[2, Theorem 1]), namely that given the erosions BA, ss, sc, BD and dilations 
8A, 88 , 8c, 8v by structuring elements A, B, C, D E ff', we have the equiva-
lences 
The first equivalence springs from (4.4) with (Ba, 8a) = (sA, 8A), (Sb, 8b) = 
(sD, 8D), rJ = 08 , and e = 8c, while the second one is due to the isomorphism 
Z i-+ oz. 
Let us now give equivalent forms of the conditions s ::: so and 8s ::: 8 
of Lemma 4.4 using Proposition 4.6. Lets = so and 8 = 81, where (so, 80) 
and (s 1, 81) are adjunctions. Taking (Ba, 8a) =(Sb, 8b) =(so, 80), rJ =id, and 
e = 81, (4.4) gives 
( 4.10) 
Taking next (sa, 8a) = (so, 80), (sb, 8b) = (id, id), and TJ = () = 81, we get 
( 4.11) 
When ff' is a Minkowski lattice, taking for 81 the dilation 8 A : X i-+ X EEl A 
and for s0 the erosion ss : X 1-+ X 8 B, where A, B E ff', then combining the 
above two equations with the isomorphism Z 1-+ oz, we get: 
(4.12) 
( 4.13) 
Suppose now that Y = &>(E), the family of parts of a set E, and that the 
ad junctions (so, oo) and (s1, 81) arise from two adjacency relations ~ and l 
(see [8], and the end of Section 2). Here id/\ 81 and so v id are idempotent 
(see the discussion at the end of Section 2, especially the paragraphs between 
(2.10) and (2.11)). By (4.5), we have s0 ::: 81 # id ::: 0180 , and the latter 
means that for every x E E there is some y E E such that x ~ y ,.!,, x: this is [8, 
Assumption 5.1]. By (4.10) the condition s0 ::: s081 is equivalent to 80 ::: 8180 , 
and the latter means that for every x, y E E 
0 0 I 
x "' y ===> 3z E E, x "' z "' y; 
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if it is satisfied, then Eo v id/\ 81 is an inf-filter by Corollary 4.5 (ii). By (4.11) 
the condition 81Eo :::: 81 is equivalent to 81 :::; 8180 , and the latter means that for 
every x, y EE, 
I 0 I 
x ~ y ==>- 3z E E, x ~ z ,....., y; 
if it is satisfied, then Eo v id /\ 81 is a sup-filter by Corollary 4.5 (iv). If both 
conditions are satisfied, then Eo v id /\ 81 is a strong filter. This result was 
announced without proof in [8J (see Proposition 5.10 there). 
In the case of a Minkowski lattice, combining Corollary 3.11, Lemma 4.4, 
and Corollary 4.5 with equations (4.8), (4.12), and (4.13), we get the following: 
Proposition 4.7 Let (Sf, e, T) he a Minkowski lattice such that 2? is ISD and 
IID. Let A, B E 2? such that o :::; A EB B. Then Es :::; 8A. Furthermore, for 
ij; = Es v id/\ 8A, we have: 
(i) If B :::; A EB B and A is symmetric, then id/\ 8A is idempotent, 1/f = 
(Es v id)(id /\()A), and 1/f is an inf-overfilter. 
(ii) ff B :S A EBB and A and Bare symmetric, then id/\ SA and Es v id are 
idempotent, ij; = (cs v id)(id /\ bA), and 1/f is an inf-filter. 
(iii) ff A :::; A EB B and B is symmetric, then t: s v id is idempotent, 1/f = 
(id/\ 8A)(t:s v id), and 1/f is a sup-underfilter. 
(iv) If A :S A EB B and A and B are symmetric, then id/\ 8 A and t: 8 v id are 
idempotent, ij; = (id/\ 8A )(Es v id), and 1/f is sup-filter. 
(v) If AV B :::; A EBB and A and Bare symmetric, then id/\ 8A and t:s v id 
are idempotent, ij; =(id/\ 8A)(t:s v id)= (t: 8 v id)(id /\ 8A), and 1/1 is 
a strong filter. 
Consider now the particular case where A = B > 0. If A is symmetric, we 
have some a E £(A) with -a E £(A), and hence o = a+ (-a) ::: A EB A. 
Therefore Proposition 4.7 reduces to the following: 
Corollary 4.8 Let (Sf,£, T) he a Minkowski lattice such that !!:' is ISD and 
IID. Let A E !!'such that 0 < A :::; A E8 A and A is symmetric. Then t:A :::; 8A, 
id /\ 8 A and EA v id are idempotent, 
and the latter operator is a strong filter. 
When !l, = &( £), where E = 'll-d or !Rd, the condition "o :::; A EB B'~ means 
here that A EB B contains the origin, and this is equivalent to A n B =f. 0; 
for A and B symmetric, this means that A n B =f. 0. An example where 
A U B s; A EB B is given for A and B being respectively the 8-neighbourhood 
and the 4-neighbourhood of the origin (excluding that origin, see Fig. 7.); thus 
t: 8 v id /\ 8 A is a strong filter. Nate that we have then also A ~ A E8 A. and 
EA v id /\ ()A is a strong filter. 
' ~I 
>1 
\'1 
i 
.i 
I 
! 
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Fig. 7. In E = '11,2 , we choose for A and B the 8-neighbourhood and 4-neighbourhood of the 
origin respectively (the cross indicates the position of the origin, which is excluded from both A 
and B).Clearly A and Bare symmetric and A EBB contains AU B, so that the annular operator 
eB v id/\ this a strong filter, and e8 v id/\ 8A = (es V id)(id /\ 8A) =(id/\ 8A)(es v id) 
Let us apply Proposition 4.7 and Corollary 4.8 when 2 = Fun(E, ff), 
i.e., the lattice of grey-level functions E --+ ff, where E = 7ld or lRd and 
ff= lR = lRU{+oo, -oo}or~ = 7lU{+oo, -oo}.Assaidabove,astructuring 
function A E 2 is symmetric if and only the support supp(A) of A (that is, the 
set of points p E E such that A(p) > -oo) is a symmetric subset of E, and 
for every h E supp(A) we have A(h) + A(-h) ~ 0. The condition o :::: A EBB 
translates as follows: 
sup A(h) + B(-h) ~ O; 
hesupp(A)nsupp(B) 
A sufficient condition is having some h E supp(A) n supp(B) with A(h) + 
B(-h) ~ 0. The condition A v B :::: A EB B means here that 
Yx E supp(A) U supp(B), 
max{A(x), B(x)}:::: sup{A(x - h) + B(h) I h E supp(B) 
andx -h E supp(A)}. 
This inequality requires in particular that the support of the smaller function 
is contained in that of the larger one, that is: 
supp(A) U supp(B) ~ supp(A) EB supp(B). 
In order to illustrate Corollary 4.8, we take a structuring function A whose 
support is a symmetric subset S of E such that S ~ S EB S, and such that for 
every x ES, A(x) = llxl[, where [Jx[J denotes a norm (L 1, L 2, or L00). Then 
A is symmetric; now for every x E S, there is h E S with x - h E S, we have 
[Jxll :::: Jlx - h[[ + JlhJI, and this shows that A:::: A EB A. Thus BA v id/\ 8A is 
a strong filter. The effect of this filter on an image I is to bring the grey-level 
I (p) of a point p to the interval 
[ lo(p), 11 (p) J, where lo(p) = inf(l(p + h) - [Jhll) 
heS 
and 
l1(p) =sup(l(p+h)+ llhll). 
heS 
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in other words, it transforms I into the new image I' defined by l lo(p) if l(p) < lo(p), I'(p) = l(p) if lo(p)::; l(p)::; l1(p), 
l1(p) if l1(p) < l(p). 
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(4.14) 
Here noisy isolated extrema (either dark or bright) are reduced to a value 
comparable to their surrounding, in a sense that we will explain now. Given 
p EE, we have l(p)::: l1(p) = suphEs(I(p+h)+ llhll) ifandonlyiffor 
everyreals > Othereissomeh E Ssuchthat/(p)-s < /(p+h)+llhll,that 
is(!(p+h)-/(p))/llhll > -1-s/llhll,inotherwordsitisequivalentto 
l(p + h) - l(p) 
~~~ llhll ?: -1. (4 .1 5) 
Similarly, l(p)?: lo(p) = inf1iEs{I(p+h)- llhll) ifandonlyifforevery 
real e > 0 there is some h ES such that l(p) + s > l(p + h) - llhll, that is 
(!Cp+h)- /(p))/llhll < 1 +s/llhll,inotherwordsitisequivalentto 
.fl(p+h)-l(p) I J,~s llhll ::; · (4.16) 
Thus from (4.14) we get that /'(p) = l (p) (the image does not change 
grey-level at p) if and only if both (4.15,4.16) hold. Now since the filter is 
idempotent, I' does not change from applying again the filters A v id/\ 8 A; thus 
by ( 4.15,4.16) for every point p E E we have 
l'(p + h) - l'(p) 
sup >-I 
hES llhll -
and . f I'(p + h) - I'(p) l m <. 
hES llhll -
This property of l' is weaker than the Lipschitz condition studied in [10] (see 
also Example 3.4 (c)), which would imply here that 
Vh ES, 
l'(p + h) - l'(p) 1 
-I< < . 
- llhll -
For example, if E = IR and .r = IR, every monotonic increasing function 
I : IR -+ IR will be invariant under the filter eA v id/\ 8A, even if its slope does 
not belong to the interval [-1, 1 "] required by the Lipschitz condition. 
5 Conclusion 
We have investigated the idempotence of operators of the forms v id/\ 8 (where 
e :;:: 8 and both e and 8 are increasing) on a modular lattice 7), in relation to the 
idempotcncc of the operators s v id and id A 8. Our motivation, following f8], 
lies in the application of our theory to a particular branch of image processing, 
called mathematical morphology, where many operations have been formalized 
in the framework of lattice theory 141. In this respect, the idempotent operator 
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id /\ 8 is called an annular opening, and it removes isolated light spots in a 
picture, while the idempotent operator e v id is called an annular closing, and 
it removes isolated dark spots in a picture; the idempotent compound operator 
e v id /\ 8, called annular filter, combines the behaviour of the above two 
(removing isolated spots, either dark or light). 
Besides general results given in Section 2, there are two instances where 
the idempotence of these operators can be analysed: 
(1°) When !E = :?J(E), the lattice of parts of an arbitrary space E. We dealt 
with this question in [8], using adjacency relations to characterize the 
"isolation" of points in background or foreground conditions. 
(2°) When !Eis a Minkowski lattice, in other words, when it is a complete lat-
tice having a sup-generating family e and an abelian group T of automor-
phisms, such that T preserves e and acts transitively on it. This was studied 
in Section 3. Here e and o are assumed to be an erosion and a dilation aris-
ing through Minkowski operations on !E, and they are T-invariant. This 
framework applies in particular when !E = Fun(E, !7), where E = IR.d 
or zd and 5 = JR. or i; here T consists of translations combining a spa-
tial component in E and a numerical component in !7 \ {±oo}, while e 
consists of "impulse" functions. The practical application of this theory is 
the processing of grey-level pictures. 
It might be possible to extend both (1°) and (2°) to the situation of a complete 
lattice ft' with a sup-generating family e on which we would define adjacency 
relations, without any constraint of invariance under a given group of automor-
phisms. Possible fields of applications of such a theory include the processing 
of pictures for which the group of "translations" is either non-existent or non-
transitive on the generators in e (which represent coloured points); indeed this 
is the case when the space E is a bounded part of 'll.2, or when the grey-level set 
!7 is a bounded interval in '!L, or else with colour pictures having colours in a 
3-dimensional RGB space, for which translations cannot permute transitively 
the colours. We have not (yet) studied this possible extension of our theory. 
The second problem that we have studied is whether the annular filter e v 
id/\ o can be obtained by composing the annular closing e v id and opening 
id /\ 8. As we saw in Section 4, this question is related to 1/; being an inf-
overfilter, a sup-underfilter, or a strong filter (three notions coming again from 
mathematical morphology). Surprisingly, we can answer these questions in an 
arbitrary modular lattice, without recourse to adjacency relations (for sets) or 
translation-invariance and Minkowski lattices. 
Another question concerns the practical applications of annular filters in 
image processing. In [8] we gave examples of the use of annular filters for 
removing "salt-and-pepper" impulsive noise in grey-level images; we chose 
there for A and B two fiat structuring functions (in other words, their value 
is constantly zero on their support), because in this case the behaviour of the 
filter can be described in terms of a filter for sets acting on each level set 
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11 = {p E E I I (p) ~ t}, where t ranges over the grey-level set !T [3,14]. We 
have not yet investigated specific applications of annular filters using non-flat 
structuring functions. Note however that when the structuring functions A and 
B have positive values, isolated grey-level values (corresponding to light or 
dark spots in the image) are not completely removed, but rather modified to a 
level closer to their surrounding (see for example Fig. 6). Hence such filters with 
non-flat structuring functions would not be interesting for removing impulsive 
noise. However they could perhaps find applications in feature detection: the 
arithmetic difference between the original image and the filtered one could 
reveal some types of local grey-level patterns. 
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